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WHAT ABOUT VOLKSWAGEN CONVERSIONS? By Rex E. Taylor (EAA 87893)



P. O. Box 5951 Calexico, CA 92231 J.HE VOLKSWAGEN CONVERSION is surely the most popular of all auto/motorcycle derived aircraft engines if the number in service is used as a criteria for making such a judgment.



The primary reason for its popularity is the fact that it is an aircooled flat four, a layout very similar to the small Lycomings and Continentals that are the standard small aircraft powerplants of the world.



Well, since it looks like an aircraft engine and many have been used in aircraft, should you use one in your homebuilt aircraft? The answers to that question are



many and variable, with each answer raising a new question. The very first thing we must understand and deal with is the definition of the word "conversion". When applied to aircraft engines, I would define it this way:



"To take an engine designed and perfected over many years of service to do the specific job of powering an auto-



mobile and adapt that engine (convert it) to do a job it was not designed, engineered or developed for; specifically, to power an aircraft with a practical degree of reliability." Any successful conversion is just that. None have every part engineered from the drawing board up for the aircraft environment, so, consequently, conversions have many features that are less than ideal and



Photo 2 — This very basic conversion has direct magneto drive and no provision for starter or alternator. Custom tubular motor mounts complete its adaption to power Roger WarneU's KR-1 project in Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin. (H.A.P.I. Model "60E")



and how much should it cost? How much honest power



and service life can you expect out of your conversion? What about the use of "hop up" parts to get more power? In the next few months we will try to answer some of those questions, and if those interested will write the author, we will try to direct the thrust of this series of articles toward the dissemination of as much useful information as possible gathered from the very best



source: Those of us who have experience in converting and flying Volkswagens. Selecting an engine for conversion — new or used? Inspection procedures Engine tolerances Engine assembly Torque tables



Engine installation in the aircraft Engine cooling and baffling Carburetion and ignition (including single and dual magneto systems) Engine tuning



Accessories (starters, alternators, vacuum pumps, etc. Operating limitations Turbo charging, is it for you?



We need to know as much information as possible about causes of failures, particularly if the part or parts used are generally accepted as adequate for the job.



If you are flying a Volkswagen engine conversion, Photo 1 — If 3 to 4 gallons per hour appeals to you, a converted Volkswagen engine could be the answer to the power problem on your light aircraft.



some inherent weaknesses that we must attempt to over-



come or at least minimize to the degree that reliability and safety can be achieved. The means of solving the problems of converting a Volkswagen engine are sometimes quite varied, depend-



ing on the inventiveness of the engine builder and, in many cases, his access to the tools and the many machine shop services necessary to carry out his ideas. There are many talented engine converters around the country, most building only for themselves but a few building their conversions for an ever growing list of designs for Volkswagen power.



Just how reliable are these conversions? How difficult is it for the average guy to build his own engine as well as the airframe? There are many ways of converting various parts of the engine, but which is the best? And why? Where can this potential engine builder get the parts and information, the machine shop services,



send in a report on its performance listing total hours, problems encountered, fuel used and consumption, oil pressures, oil consumption, displacement (bore and stroke), type of ignition and carburetion and details of any pertinent experiences, good or bad, as result of using your conversion.



Should you own a conversion marketed by one of the various firms such as RevMaster, Monnett, H.A.P.I., Volkspower or other, please omit the manufacturer's name from your report, but do advise the manufacturer



of any problem you may have with his conversion. I think all commercial converters are trying to build as reliable an engine as is possible and would want to know of anything that might compromise that reliability. We also need input from those of you who are thinking about converting or are currently involved in building an engine. What information do you need to help you with your project? Send in those questions, too, and if enough of you respond we should be able to correlate the questions and provide information in upcoming articles in this series. There will be many other topics that some of you are concerned about, or possibly problems that you have SPORT AVIATION 15



already worked out a solution for. So let's help each other by sharing the knowledge so that all may benefit. After all, isn't that what EAA is all about? My own background in engines goes back to the late 40s when I was involved in drag racing Ford V-8s, then later working for a firm manufacturing racing cams, Rootes type blowers, blower drives and other sundry assorted hop up goodies. My first love, however, has always been aircraft and I got into homebuilding in the late 60s with a Skyhopper project. Next came a Taylor Titch, followed by a stretch of helping a couple of friends on their projects and then I built a much modified Stits Playboy that's been flying for about 4 years now. Along with the love of aviation, my family has loved the Baja Peninsula of Mexico and spent a lot of time there. Travel is mostly either by aircraft or Baja bug or sand buggies. So we have built, owned and maintained numerous VW powered vehicles over the past 15 years. A few years ago I became interested in the problems of converting a VW aircraft and did the designing of the H.A.P.I. engine. My son now builds these engines and conversion components.



produce more power at the top end. Great . . . but not very useful to us.



The plain fact is that Volkswagen has done a pretty fair job of designing everything just as it is. Ideally, if we want to increase the power, we want to increase it at low rpm's, say the 2000 to 3500 range. A Volkswagen engine in a Microbus is in that power band and its camming, porting and timing are about as optimum as you can get because VW has spent millions in testing, and has billions of miles of history in use trying always to get more power in that range. We can increase the power output by such means as increasing the bore and stroke, better exhaust tuning, blueprinting the engine and really setting it up to the ideal tolerances for the job ... but don't let anyone tell you he has a gizmo that will increase power by a large percentage in the useful range. If he did, I'm sure VW would pay handsomely for it. There aren't any miracles, there aren't any secrets; all the answers we need exist in tried and true methods. Our task is to sort out the simplest, most effective, most reliable means of converting the Volkswagen to aircraft. There is one variation of the VW for aircraft where some of the high rpm oriented "hop up" parts might be useful — that's if you are running a reduction unit to the prop. This, of course, would open another can of



Photo 3 — H.A.P.I. Model 1835E — duct under the crankcase directs air over the case and through the rear mounted oil cooler. High pressure, high volume oil pump is the dark object under the prop hub.



There is nothing really new in the H.A.P.I. engine, but a lot of effort and research was put into picking just the right combination of parts, materials and design to work best with each other to produce a reliable engine. Regardless of power output, weight, or any other consideration, if your conversion doesn't have a high degree of reliability, it's not a good conversion. There are no great "secrets" involved in building a Volkswagen up for aircraft, but there does seem to be a surplus of misinformation. Many of the would-be VW engine builders we have talked to read the hop up catalogs and are ready to order high lift cams, stroker crankshafts, high ratio rocker arms, heavy valve springs, etc., etc. The list of goodies available is seemingly endless



Photo 4 — Conversions may also have many options such as starter, alternator, turbochargers and vibration damping mounting systems. Some manufacturers offer dual ignition, constant speed propellers and mixture control. (H.A.P.I. Model "60" T.C. shown)



— but most of the stuff isn't worth a hoot in an aircraft



conversion. The first thing we must realize is that the direct drive VW in an aircraft must develop its power at a relatively low rpm, with 4000 being about the absolute



maximum we can expect a prop to operate at before the tip speed goes sonic — at the diameters we consider



normal. Even then we will be limited to small diameter props. The primary reason hop up goodies don't work is that they are designed to increase rpm and allow the



engine to breathe at high speed. Big valves, porting and polishing, multiple carburetors, big cams, these are all designed to allow the engine to turn faster, and 16 DECEMBER 1979



Photo 5— The bottom view of this turbocharged engine shows the complex exhaust manifolding system necessary to cycle exhaust gases through the turbocharger. These engines will require a considerably more cockpit instrumentation to monitor performance properly.



worms such as which reduction system is the best? I



have no experience in that area, but will be pleased to pass on information if some of you have knowledge to share. VW CRANKSHAFTS



The crankshaft is the very heart of a VW engine, and also one of the major obstacles we must deal with in converting. When we attach a propeller to the crankshaft by means of a propeller hub, whether it be a taper fit or



heat shrunk to the shaft, the end result is that the crankshaft will now be subjected to severe gyroscopic loads. The number 3 and 4 main bearings on the crankshaft (see Figure 1) weren't designed for this kind of loading. They can, however, handle the loads if propeller weight is kept at a minimum (I don't recommend anything except wood props) and the propeller is mounted as close to the #4 bearing as possible.



Figure 1 — The pencil indicates the number 4 main bearing, immediately behind the tapered crankshaft nose. Note the small size of the bearing which greatly limits the loads we



can subject it to.



A very critical factor that comes into play here is propeller tracking and balance. Tracking should be within 1/16" at the very most and props should be balanced to rest in any position on the balance bars. An out of track propeller tries to move the blade weight (increased hundreds of times by the G forces of its rotation) on the crankshaft. If the prop is mounted out of track this G force will



actually bend the end of the crank in an attempt to align the blade weight with the rotational axis. Another source of gyroscopic stress is the directional changes of the aircraft in flight. Each time there is an attitude change in the pitch or yaw axis, the crank and bearings are subjected to increased stresses because the propeller acts like a gyroscope and wants to continue to rotate in the same plane. The aircraft forces it to change direction and the quicker the directional change, the greater stresses we impose on the crank and bearings. I have been alarmed at the number of crankshaft related accidents we are beginning to hear about. Some are directly caused by the use of "Cast Iron Stroker Crankshafts". These are available from many sources as a "hop up" item for the VW auto trade. Increasing the length of the stroke is one means of increasing engine displacement and some homebuilders are installing the cast crankshafts. They are extremely dangerous and totally unsuitable for aircraft use unless special



provisions are made to prevent gyroscopic load from being introduced into the crank. Steve Wittman's VW conversion, which drives from the flywheel end of the en-



gine, incorporates an extra radial load carrying bearing behind the prop as one means of overcoming this problem. I don't know what crank Steve uses. NASAD (National Association of Sport Aviation Designers) is currently working on a set of standards that will ultimately be used as criteria for awarding the NASAD "Certificate of Compliance". Hopefully, this certificate will one day help assure a potential engine purchaser or builder that the powerplant he's interested in has met a minimum set of standards for safety and reliability. Under the section in the proposed set of standards labeled "crankshaft" we read: "If the propeller is bolted directly to the crankshaft, the crankshaft must be of the forged type. If the crankshaft is of cast type con-



struction, it is prohibited to bolt a propeller on it. Cast crankshafts may be protected from propeller bending loads by a shaft with bearings." This was written by Dave Blanton, well known for his Ford engine conversion. A east iron crankshaft simply will not take the bending loads the prop can subject it to, and being a brittle material, it will break like a piece of glass when overstressed. When this happens, the prop comes flying off, becoming a very lethal weapon to those on the ground . . . and, of course, you are left with a glider even if the prop cleared the aircraft. Those cheap "cast strokers" don't seem such a bargain viewed this way, do they? I contacted "Scat" in Southern California, the prime manufacturer of stroker crankshafts both forged and cast. They are aware of the problems of aircraft service, having supplied cranks for two conversion manufacturers for some time. They state that under no circumstances should a cast VW crank ever be used in an aircraft to direct drive the propeller. B. J. Schramm stated in his talk at the NASAD engine forum (Oshkosh 79) that RotorWay had tried cast shafts in their helicopter engine, had failures in testing and had gone to a forged shaft now at considerable expense to his firm. RotorWay felt this was mandatory to insure reliability. There are high quality forged steel stroker crankshafts available in all different stroke lengths which retail for about $600.00. Compare that to the cast stroker's cost of about $135.00. Big price difference, but the cast crank may kill you or someone else, so it's no bargain even if it's free! The stock 69mm crank that VW has used in its engines for years is forged steel, and the shaft I personally like is VW part 311-105-353AX that was used in the ISOOcc engine with a 12V starter. This crank has proven itself better able to withstand abuse than the later cross drilled cranks with the elongated oil delivery holes. When the stock VW crank is used, there are many good used serviceable ones available, some with standard size bearings. Nothing wrong with used, but you must know what you are getting. A used crank may have had a welded throw, or could possibly be cracked. A simple test for cracks is to suspend the crank by a piece of wire and tap it lightly with a hammer on a non-machined surface. It should ring clear as a bell. If it doesn't ring, it's either cracked or cast, and junk in either case. If it rings, measures standard size on all journals, has no visible damage, it's probably a good one, but you should have it magnafiuxed, if possible. Magnafiux a new one, too . . . use every means possible to be sure of every part's integrity. There is another means of increasing the stroke length called the "welded stroker crank". Here stroke length is increased by welding on the outside of each throw on a stock crank (see Figure 2) and regrinding SPORT AVIATION 17



the shaft to a new longer stroke length. These were



requires precise machine shop equipment. It need not



originated in racing and found not to hold up in service, being prone to breakage. Last year a well known KR-2 builder installed a welded stroker crank in his engine. An expert VW racing engine builder friend warned him that the crank would break at the center main before 200 hours of service. Our builder magnafluxed, visually inspected and did everything possible to assure himself that "his" welded crank had no flaws. The crank passed all the tests. It broke at the center main high over New Mexico at about 200 hours of service. Fortunately, a safe landing was made. Our builder now is flying with a forged crank.



be expensive though — H.A.P.I, charges $29.95 for this job. I personally prefer the taper method, since there are too many things that must be inspected or changed inside an engine to even consider using one that has not been totally disassembled. Once we have a good airworthy crankshaft in our hands, we still have further work before it's ready for installation. The crank will require balancing, but this must be done after the crank has been fitted to its prop hub, starter ring gear, if used, and crankshaft rear seal hub or whatever will be bolted to the crank and rotate with it as one unit. Balancing will require a complete article by itself to study the importance of and the means of getting a "balanced engine". I recently finished a book, "How To Build A Reliable Volks Aero Engine" (available through H.A.P.I., P. 0. Box 5951, Calexico, CA 92231), that gets into the details of adapting VW's to aircraft. Sells for $10.00 a copy ($11.00 postpaid U. S.) and I think you will find it useful and informative. One of the main points I want to emphasize is that you must go completely through an engine and change certain parts if you expect your Volkswagen automobile engine to operate as an aircraft engine.



ADDED STROKE LENGTH



METAL IS ADDED TO SHADED PORTION OF THROW BY WELDING. THEN CRANK IS GROUND TO GREATER STROKE LENGTH.



MAIN BEARING



CRANK THROW



Figure 2 — This "welded stroker" method of lengthening the stroke of the stock VW crankshaft has not proven reliable, whether in automotive or aircraft use, and should not be considered as airworthy under any circumstances.



We have a wealth of experience available to us that we would be very foolish to ignore. Sure, some of the methods of doing things right are much more expensive, as in the case of cast versus forged steel crankshafts, but then how much is your life worth? Used crankshafts can be reground to — .010 on the rods and mains and are still adequate for aircraft, but I wouldn't recommend going any smaller. These VW shafts are surface hardened at the bearing journals and more than .010 metal removal is not recommended for aircraft service. There are two generally accepted methods of attaching a propeller hub to the crankshaft. One of these is the shrink fit method in which a completely stock shaft is used. The propeller hub, with the bore machined to an interference fit, is heated and thus expanded — then placed on the shaft to cool and shrink itself to a tight fit. The advantage to this method is that the shaft requires no machining and, in fact, a hub could be fitted to an engine without disassembling the engine. In the past many VW engines were converted (?) this way with varying degrees of success. The disadvantages of this method is that we must depend on the fit between hub bore and shaft to be tight enough to transmit the power impulses without slipping. We do have a Woodruff key there, but if a slip ever occurs the key will soon wear out and major problems develop. If it is good and tight



and for some reason the engine must be disassembled, such as a main bearing replacement, you stand a very great chance of ruining the prop hub, crankshaft or both trying to disassemble them due to the galling action between hub and crank when separating them. The other method is to machine a taper (usually 3 degrees) on the nose of the crank (see Figure 3) and a matching taper in the hub. When pulled together by



the bolt in the crankshaft, the resultant grip is almost as if the two parts were one, yet they are easily disassembled using a standard automotive gear puller without damage to either part. The disadvantage to this method is the need to have the taper machined on the crankshaft itself, a job that 18 DECEMBER 1979



Figure 3 — The taper method of attaching a propeller hub to the crankshaft provides for precisely fitted tapers to be pulled together by the hub retainer bolt, which is torqued to 90 foot pounds of pressure then safetied by the use of a cotter pin.



There are many VW engines flying with hundreds, some over a thousand hours of safe reliable, trouble free service. This indicates positively to the skeptics that it can be done. Let's try to get the means of achieving reliability and longevity into SPORT AVIATION and into the hands of the hundreds who are considering a VW powered design. Building your own engine is a rewarding experience and will certainly enrich your enjoyment of homebuilding. Please send in your questions, or your experiences in using VWs or any information



of value. If an answer is required please send a stamped self-addressed envelope and keep the question brief. Next month we will talk about crankcases. AUTHOR'S NOTE: This article, and the future articles and interchange of information, would be impossible for me to do alone. I have been most ably assisted by my daughter-in-law, Robin Taylor (EAA 140647), who has labored over my notes, arranging and typing them



into readable form. I think all too often we homebuilders might not give enough recognition to those loved ones around us without whose support and encouragement many of our projects would be impossible to accomplish.



WHAT ABOUT VOLKSWAGEN CONVERSIONS?



Part II By Rex E. Taylor (EAA 87893) P. O. Box 5951 Calexico, CA 92231 (With assistance from Robin M. Taylor, EAA 140647)



VST MONTH THE main subject of this series of articles on converting a Volkswagen engine to aircraft use was the crankshaft. The means of selecting a proper type of crankshaft for our purposes were covered. Please realize though, that anything written here will of necessity be only a very basic summary of the most common problems and their causes, and the recommendations preferred by the author are based on my own experience and knowledge. This whole magazine could very well be filled with crankshaft related information and still leave much more that could be said. One of the major obstacles to be overcome by the doit-yourself Volkswagen engine converter is to try to figure out who has the right method to follow in converting the engine. Recently, H.A.P.I. had a KR-2 builder in the shop. He had just flown his new craft and had engine problems he thought sounded like severe detonation and was puzzled as to what might cause such a "pinging" condition. He said that the compression was down on one cylinder.



Photo 1 — Front view of the VW crankcase, typically installed in Bugs and the very early Microbuses. These cases were produced in 1200cc, 1300cc and 1500cc versions.



is very good at locating another expert on the particular



Patrick Taylor (my son who builds the H.A.P.I. engines) suggested several possible causes for the problem



problem at hand — then taking his advice.



and advised a teardown. The builder was back a week later and had found that preignition had caused a piston to start melting. The excessive heat was due to a calculated 10M- to 1 compression ratio and an extremely hot day, coupled with an over lean, high power setting. The engine had been built by a professional VW



anything, research everything for yourself and if good



mechanic at a local VW dealership. This mechanic, however, didn't have experience with the 92mm oversize



cylinders used on the engine and wasn't aware that when these non-stock cylinders and other parts are used the standard VW assembly procedures cannot be used. He didn't know anything about measuring deck height and combustion chamber volume, then shimming or machining the chamber volume to adjust for the proper compression ratio. The point is simply this, while he may be an excellent stock VW mechanic, he didn't know the proper procedures for assembling an engine using non-standard VW parts. If you can't depend on your local professional VW mechanic, then who can you depend on? I believe that the very best person to depend on is yourself, and you can depend on your own judgment if you are willing to take the time to find out exactly how each part should be used, and how its use may affect other parts in the engine. There is a tremendous amount of reference material available in printed form, and there are plenty of talented people who will be glad to share their expertise with you. If, for instance, you are installing a set of N.P.R. piston and cylinder assemblies, the set comes with instructions describing exactly how to check the



deck height and install shims to adjust the compression to the proper ratio. Even the most expert of engine builders seldom



knows all the answers to every problem, but he usually



This then is the trick you should learn: don't assume research material is not at hand, find a man who makes his living doing that particular job better than anyone



else in the area, then pick his brains. If you take the time to do this, by the time you have completed your engine you will be your own engine expert! The purpose of this series of articles is to try to disseminate factual information on VW conversions, and to have you, the readers, help by sending in your questions or your solutions to problems you have encountered. On



the problems, I'll try to answer or find someone who can give a qualified answer. In this manner we should be able to exchange a great deal of information and, hopefully, help the many of you who don't have a VW conversion expert who can help you in your locale.



It's certainly no disgrace to ask for help; none of us is born experienced. Everything we acquire in the skills is



either taught to us based on the experiences of others or we learn by our own experiences, sometimes the hard way. In aircraft engines we can't afford the hard way —



the price could be a life. So, don't guess, know what you are doing with every part of your conversion.



I will try to answer your questions if you write, but please keep them brief, to the point and include a stamped, self-addressed envelope for reply. 0. K., let's talk about crankcases. There have been four basic engines over the years in Volkswagens. The first was the 36 horsepower engine, which is easily recognizable by the cast-in-place (as part of the crankcase) generator stand. We won't get into this engine for conversion, though many have been converted. Ken Rand's first KR-1 flew on one of these little mills, but now they are hard to find, hard to get parts for and the power output potential versus the weight makes it a poor choice for conversion. The next engine to come along was called the 40 SPORT AVIATION 17



Photo 2 — Bottom view of an early 1200 case showing the single oil relief valve port that is one of the identifiers used when selecting a case.



horse, and here's where we begin to have trouble telling one from another. These were built for Bugs and also installed in Microbuses with the crankcase having the transporter mount pads cast on it. To the untrained eye it will look like the "Universal Transporter Case"; that is, 1500 or IGOOcc's, but there are some very significant differences.



a 1200 case to sell, but there simply isn't enough metal left to hold all the big parts together. So, if you are considering a 1200cc case for conversion, be aware of these limitations. In Photo 4 is shown what has proven to be the most ideal case for conversions. This case is called the "Type III Universal Case" and will retrofit into any 1500 or 1600 Volkswagen engine whether it has a vertical blower or is the suitcase type engine used in the Squarebacks. This case is VW part 043-101-101A, currently being produced at Volkswagen's Mexico plant, and is standard on the new VW's in that country. Comparing with Photo 1 you will note several differences. It gets the transporter name from the 2 extra bosses with threaded holes on either side of the oil pump. The large hole just under one of the boses in the right lower corner of the case is for the dipstick oil filler tube when used in Squarebacks, and is simply plated over when used in a Bug. Note that the oil galleries are much larger to allow larger passages and a greater volume of oil through the bearings. In Photo 5 we see the side of this case, which has already been bored to accept 92mm cylinders. It has also been thoroughly de-burred and cleaned of the cosmoline preservative a new case comes protected in, then has been sprayed with heat resistant paint. These magnesium cases are subject to discoloring and potentially damaging corrosion without surface protection. Photo 6 shows the bottom of the 043-101-101A case and its 2 oil relief valves rather than one — one on each end of the crankcase. The purpose of these valves is to divert all the oil flow at very low pressures (such as when a cold engine is being cranked) through the bearings, bypassing the oil cooler. This assures adequate oil supply and prolongs bearing life. In Photo 7 you see a new crankcase just as it comes



In Photo 1 you will see the pulley or propeller end of a 40 hp 1200cc Volkswagen case. Like all the cases before Type IV, it is die cast magnesium alloy. The upper round hole is looking down through the #4 main bearing. The lower round hole surrounded by 4 drilled holes is the oil pump cavity. The small round hole visible through the oil pump cavity, is the camshaft tunnel. Coming off the oil pump cavity angling up about 45° on the left side is the main oil delivery gallery from the pump. This gallery intersects numerous oil feed channels on the left side of the engine then turns about 90° and feeds the #4 main bearing in the front of the case. VW numbers the main bearings starting at the flywheel end of the engine. In Photo 2 we see the bottom side of this same crankcase and the single oil relief valve port is pointed



out. These features just noted do not necessarily denote this as a 40 horsepower as some of the later 1500's had the same features. The bore that accepts the cylinders is the most reliable indicator. In a 40 it will be 3.415, providing someone hasn't bored it out to take big barrels. This particular case shown has been over bored and I want you to note in Photo 3 the thin section that's left around the base of the cylinders just above the center



main saddle in the photo. This is very risky in practice to bore a case this much because you take too much support out with the boring bar. These cases can be opened up for 92mm barrels and will accept a 1500cc 69mm crank to add up to 1835cc's. Some VW experts(?) will tell you this is acceptable, particularly if they have 18 JANUARY 1960



Photo 3 — Inside the crankcase of a used 1200cc case. Saddle wear is visible on the mains. This case would require align boring to restore bearing "crush" to serviceable standards.



out of the factory carton, all cruddy with cosmoline goo all over it and with a more than adequate amount of casting and machining burrs to be removed before use. I am sure VW does remove the burrs before they build an engine in this crankcase, but they leave that operation for us to do when they sell bare cases. Notice the small amount of metal in the cylinder bores compared to Photo 5, which has already been overbored for large cylinders. These newer cases are factory equipped with a steel insert cast into the magnesium at cylinder hold down stud points. In older cases it is a necessary update to install the steel inserts,



otherwise the cylinder studs often tend to pull their threads out of the case and cause compression loss. This inserting should be considered mandatory when converting an older case engine. I've mentioned converting used cases, what about the used engine? Can't a builder save money by buying a



good used engine and going from there? There is more than one way of looking at this question. If you luck out



and get a good engine, you may save considerable money and build a very good engine. But, you may also get a very fine appearing engine and find out on teardown and inspection that most of the expensive parts



are junk for aircraft purposes. In practice, it costs very little more to start with a factory new crankcase and heads, since most of the small parts you would replace anyway.



My book, "How To Build A Reliable Volks Aero Engine", (available through H.A.P.I.) devotes a full chapter (considerably longer than this article) to telling you how



and where to find a used engine that probably will be Photo 4 — Front view of the late Universal Transporter Type III case that is the most desirable one for conversion. Note the two extra bosses with threaded holes on each side of the pump cavity.



good conversion material, but you never really know



until the engine is completely torn down and minutely inspected. This involves a fair chunk of both money and



work. I've found in my own experience the new parts route usually is less expensive, when time and the frustration of having a part junk out after I'd spent good bucks and a lot of effort cleaning it were considered. Another very valid reason for new parts is that in



Photo 5 — New Type III Universal Case. After cleaning, deburring and painting



to protect the magnesium case material from corrosion. This case has been overbored for 92mm cylinders and will be used in a H.A.P.I. Model "60" Engine.



You will notice that the cylinder hold down hole at upper left appears to be without an insert; actually the insert is



inset deep into the case where there is more material to secure it.
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the case of cases, for instance, they have been factory inspected several times during the machining process, then Zyglo checked for flaws and have passed each of these tests: The VW factory isn't infallible, of course, but their quality control is very good. If you were going to build a certified engine, say an old 65 Continental, and you didn't have a log book to tell you its history, you would probably be very uneasy



about hidden flaws. You just might scrap the idea and buy an engine of known history. Essentially, this is



what you do when you buy new parts and subject them to the appropriate tests, magnaflux, Zyglo or whatever. The price difference will seem insignificant indeed if your engine fails because some used part wasn't capable of doing its job in your aircraft. This is, however, my own conclusion after having tried both ways, new and used. Let's look again at Photo 3, which is a view of the # 1 , 2 and 3 main bearing saddles. There are visible indications here that this engine has seen long service and needs align boring. The center main bearing (in the center of the photo) shows a dark stripe in the middle of the saddle. If you measure the lighter areas on both sides, you will find that they are worn approximately



.002 thousandths per side, which will considerably loosen the main bearing crush. "Crush" is the amount of pressure the case halves exert on the outer surface of the main bearing inserts, which directly determines the clearance between the main bearing surface and the shaft. As a VW engine runs there is wear generated on the outer side of the bearing insert and in the bearing support saddle itself. This results in the wear condition seen here and may only be returned to serviceable limits by boring the saddles ("align boring") to restore the proper crush on the bearing. Another wear problem that you may encounter is a damaged thrust surface on the rear side of the #1 bearing. The number 1 insert is flanged on both sides and



the thrust load is taken up on the flywheel side of the bearing. Often this bearing has been worn until it looses its crush then starts to move in the saddle, wearing down the rear face of the saddle. This results in wear reducing the bearing saddle thickness of .867 thousandths to something less. If you simply put a new insert in, the flange would now be unsupported and a thrust failure might well occur, particularly in our aircraft conversions where this flange is taking all the thrust load. The fix for this type of damage is to machine the thrust surface to cleanup, then purchase a set of bearing inserts specifying "recut thrust", then the #1 insert is cut to whatever is the new saddle width. This must be fitted to +.001 -.000 to be right. The cam bearings in the late cases are also inserted bearings. Some of the earlier cases had no inserts — the camshaft ran directly in the case itself. Cam bearing damage is not frequent but does occur, and align boring is necessary to restore serviceability.



Other problems to be found commonly in used cases are stripped cylinder stud holes in the case, cracked cases and center mains that have seized for lack of oil. Look again at Photo 3 and note that in the center of each main bearing there is what appears to be a hole. There are also larger holes in each of the saddles that come in from the left in the picture, they are oil passage holes from the oil pump. The smaller holes in the center are for the bearing dowels, a steel pin that VW uses to capture the bearing shells against moving, particularly against rotation. A common failure mode in worn out VW engines is center main failure, and the sequence of events goes like this: lack of oil and oil pressure, or lack of pressure due to wear, and the center main begins to 20 JANUARY 1980



Photo 6 — Bottom side of the Type III Universal Case shows dual oil relief valves that insure oil flow through critical parts of the engine at low pressures or temperatures.



wear both sides of the bearing shell, wearing the saddle, too, as was just described, and pretty soon the bearing gets hot and welds itself to the shaft. Then the shell rips the dowel pin out and shell and shaft spin in the saddle causing more damage. Many times the case itself is sprung apart at the center main in this event and cannot be salvaged even though the saddle might cleanup on align boring.



There usually isn't too much trouble with #3 and #4 bearings in automobiles, but in aircraft where we hang the prop with its attendant gyroscopic loads on the end



of the crank supported by these two bearings, they become an endangered species if clearances, oil supply, oil pressure, propeller tracking and balance are not held within design limits. Last month's article dealt with crankshafts, which very much interrelate with the main bearings, and in the case of #3 and #4 mains, are the governing factor in bearing life. If you missed last month's article, go back and read it for more understanding of this relationship.



You will have to do a lot of work just to get a used case ready for really th'orough inspection, but if you know the engine's history and the treatment it's had, you may still save money building up a used engine. If, however, you are not a gambler, the cost difference between a used engine done right and a scratch-built engine from all new parts is probably no more than $250.00. There has been considerable discussion on the fact that by putting a prop on the opposite end of the crank from the thrust carrying bearing, we have to carry the stretch load the whole length of the shaft. Some say that



Photo 7 — Type III Universal Case just as it comes out of the box. These cases have the steel inserts at cylinders hold down points cast in at the factory. Compare difference in size of cylinder openings with Photo 5.



it must be moved to the #3 main and, in fact, it's not too difficult to do though it does require some specialized tooling and machining and, of course, extra expense. In practice, there seems to be no verifiable advantage for going to this extra work and expense. Regardless of where the thrust load is taken, it will work very well, provided that the proper clearances, lubrication, oil pressures and temperatures are maintained. I haven't yet seen a thrust bearing failure in a Volkswagen engine that was not the direct by-product of lubrication system failure, excessive wear in the saddles or crankcase contamination. The October and Novemb.er issues of the KR Newsletter, published by Ernest Koppe of 6141 Choctaw Drive, Westminster, California 92683 describes how to move the thrust bearing to the #3 main for those of you who wish to do so. In next month's article the topic will be engine balancing. Balancing an engine greatly extends its service life, plus reduces the internal stresses a running engine generates. Dr. Don Gerner, a VP-1 builder in Kimball, Nebraska, previously had 2 different unbalanced VW conversions on his VP-1 before installing an 1835cc H.A.P.I. engine, which is balanced as a standard part of the assembly procedure. Dr. Gerner reported that the vibration, which had previously made rudder pedals unpleasant to keep his feet on, is now almost non-existent, and the engine runs smooth. The balancing procedure is a relatively inexpensive part of the engine package, and will 'pay off big dividends in service. More about balancing next month.



(Photo by Lee Fray)
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By Rex E. Taylor (EAA 87893) P. O. Box 5951 Calexico, CA 92231



WHAT ABOUT



(Editorial Assistance by Robin M. Taylor, EAA 140647)



Part Three



Conversions ?



L THE PAST two month's articles, the topics have been crankshafts and crankcases. Some of the problems relating to converting these parts to aircraft use have been discussed. While these articles are not intended to be a complete manual of construction for converting the engine, it is the hope of the author that they will help the amateur converter to obtain factual background information, to help him build a simple, relatively inexpensive, and, most of all, a safe, reliable VW aircraft conversion. Many factors will affect the end product, and the thoroughness with which you pay attention to and deal with these factors will determine the quality and performance of the engine you build. B u i l d i n g up one's own engine will not appeal to every homebuilder, but many of the builders of VW powered designs have found that they feel best about their engine when doing their own work. As engines go, the VW is a simple engine, one which can be understood, built and maintained by anyone of average intelligence. The cost savings alone in building your own engine, if you study each operation, will be incentive enough for you to become a fair VW engine mechanic. Now following the other articles, we have a good, airworthy, forged steel crankshaft and we have an airworthy crankcase that has passed all the appropriate inspections and is ready to receive the crank. The question now is, are we ready to put it together . . . or are there other things we could do to build a better engine? Yes, there is a lot more that can be done than simply to assemble a collection of inspected, airworthy parts. This is where you separate the parts assemblers from the mechanics. A parts assembler would bolt it together, but a mechanic does everything he possibly can to eliminate wear and assure smooth running. One of the factors that greatly determines the duration of engine life and the smoothness with which the engine operates is w i t h i n our control by v i r t u e of "balancing" the engine. A production automobile engine typically has an allowable tolerance of 3 to 7 grams "imbalance" (which is the term for an unbalanced condition) when the engine is assembled at the factory. I don't know what VW considers their allowable tolerance, but it would apply only to a factory assembled engine with the flywheel, clutch and pressure plate installed. The first thing we do to convert the engine is to remove these items as useless for our purposes, so even assuming the factory did a superb balancing job on the complete assembly, the parts you have left are "unbalanced". 58 FEBRUARY 1980



Figure 1 — VW engine assembly is made easy by an engine stand, which allows you to work on the engine in any position as shown on crankcase at left center. Engine stands are used until engines are ready for timing and magnetos in H.A.P.I.'s assembly area.



"STATIC" PLANE



AXIS OF ROTATION



"DYNAMIC" PLANE



FIGURE 2



CORRECTED DYNAMIC PLANE



An unbalanced rotating element is usually out of balance in both the static and dynamic planes. Modes can be corrected though, as described in text.



W h i l e this article is Volkswagen oriented, the



balancing procedure described is applicable to any engine. Certified engines ( C o n t i n e n t a l s , Lycomings, Franklins) are many times very badly out of balance, too. One of the standard "tricks" the Formula One rac-



In order to achieve a "dynamic" balance on a wheel such as this, we would probably wind up with 3 ounces or so on the right side and 1 ounce on the left to get the effective center of the weight mass in line with point "X" and parallel with the plane of rotation. The effective counter weight for "X" would be at point "Z". A crankshaft for an inline or horizontally opposed engine is balanced in much the same manner, though instead of adding weight we grind it off to bring the assembly into balance. The procedure for a "V" type engine is somewhat more complex, so we won't go into that here. In Figure 3 we see a 69mm VW crankshaft mounted on the Stewart Warner Industrial Balancing Machine. This machine costs about $16,000 and requires a thoroughly trained operator. Balancing accuracy as exact as '/4 gram can be measured and rotating assemblies for racing engines are routinely balanced to run as much as 8000 rpm. It is interesting to note here that this system of balancing was developed by Stewart Warner during World War II to balance the huge metal propellers on warbirds. Balancing your props and installing them in correct track is also essential to keep both prop and engine in balance on a VW powered homebuilt. In Figure 3 you will note that the shaft is supported on two roller bearing stands, which in turn couple to precision vibration pickups housed in the white boxes visible in Figure 4. Two pickups are necessary to separate the "imbalance" modes, "static" and "dynamic". The information from these pickups is fed into the control readout panel. In balancing the shaft assembly, which consists also of the flywheel starter ring, if one is used, and the propeller hub, the operator must first adjust the machine so that it can electronically measure the "dynamic" imbalance of each end of the crankshaft. If the shaft had two heavy spots at opposite ends of the crank, and opposite of each other around the center of rotation, the "static" balance might be very good, but the "dynamic" terrible, so first readings are taken by insulating each end of the crank and balancing each end separately, to assure "dynamic" balancing. See Figure 5. To do this the crank is spun up (see Figure 4) and the vibrations sensors trigger a strobe light. The light is read at the rpm that produces the highest reading of imbalance, making marks visible on the flywheel in Figure 6 appear to stand still, which tells the operator exactly where the heavy portion is located. The operator then grinds metal off at the heavy point, removing it from the non-machined portions of the crank. When each end of the crank is within tolerance dynamically, information from both vibration sensors is fed into the readout simultaneously to get "static" balance. Usually some imbalance in "static" mode has to be corrected. By this time in the procedure, this same shaft that really had the shakes when it first spun up, has nearly all of the imbalance adjusted out and is running free on the rollers with almost no visible vibration. Our balancer John Dahl now goes back and rechecks the "dynamic", fine adjusts it if necessary, then rechecks and adjusts the "static" mode. Having a precision balancer would do little good without talented people like John to whom "good enough" is not good enough. John routinely exercises that extra degree of care that is the mark of a craftsman in any line of work.



Figure 6 — Excess weight is ground from the non-machined areas on the crank to obtain balance. Marks on starter ring help operator to denote position for adjusting weight.



Figure 7 — Large or "reciprocating" end of the connecting rods is weighed on a very accurate scale with pin end supported by another fixture. Big end rests on fixture that cancels out any weight error due to friction.



Connecting Rods



We now take the connecting rods to a "Shadowgraph" precision scale for weighing the "big" or crankshaft end. A special fixture is necessary to support the big end on the scales, which has roller bearings arranged in such a manner that no side load is misinter60 FEBRUARY 1980



Figure 8 — Excess weight is removed from the heavier rods until all are equal in weight. A high speed belt sander is u;sed and sanding marks are always parallel with the rod, never across the rod section which might start a fracture line.



preted by the scale as weight. Figure 7 shows this operation with the pin end of the rod supported by a fixture. This weighing gives the reciprocating weight. The heavy



rods are ground on the cap side of the big end until all weights are equal within '/» gram. See Figure 8. Now the total weight of the rods is checked individually (Figure 9) and the pin end ground as shown in Figure 10 to equalize the total rod weight. This finishes the rods. Pistons and Pins



Piston and pin weight is relatively easy. They are simply weighed and the heavy ones have weight removed from the balancing boss indicated in Figure 11 by removing the metal in a metal lathe until all are of



equal weight. See Figure 12. This completes the portion of "balancing" an engine that is related to weights revolving around the shaft. This article is intended for information only and in no way a "how to do it" on balancing. The procedure requires very sophisticated equipment, and an extensive background of knowledge and experience. When I started designing the H.A.P.I. conversion, I was directed to Motor Supply Machine Shop as the best balancers in this area, and John Dahl has balanced every H.A.P.I. engine built. I consider balancing a vital step in engine buildup and wouldn't even consider building an aircraft conversion without it. Balancing is not expensive and if you live near a large population center you can probably find a competent shop near you. H.A.P.I. stocks prebalanced sets of piston and cylinder assemblies, and prebalanced rods, so it is possible to



buy balanced parts "off the shelf." Your crankshaft, however, should be assembeld with the prop hub and flywheel, magneto drive or whatever rotates as part of the crank, then taken to balancing. H.A.P.I. can run



Figure 10 — Weight is removed from the pin end to even up the total weights of the rods. Surface finish of ground areas produced by this high speed belt sander is very smooth and relatively scratch free.



parts through Motor Supply Machine Shop if nobody in



your area is available. Usually the total cost of balancing an engine is under $50.00, based on an hourly shop rate, when shaft, rods and pistons are balanced. The other aspect of engine b a l a n c i n g concerns equalizing the volumes of combustion chambers and setting deck heights as the engine is assembled to insure equal compression on all cylinders. Intake systems must



also be balanced in the amount of the air/fuel mixture they deliver to each cylinder if the engine is to run smoothly.



Figure 9 — John Dahl now weighs the rod for total weight. Rod in foreground is a "control rod" or the lightest one, others will be made to match its weight.
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Going through a VW engine like this will take several months, and if some of you are eager to forge ahead, I've written a book called "How To Build A Reliable Volks Aero Engine" available through H.A.P.I. for $11.00, postpaid U.S.A. It takes you through the building of an engine in step-by-step form with photos to illustrate each step. The automotive assembly manuals available are good, but very incomplete in the information necessary to put together an engine for aircraft use, which usually has many non-standard VW parts. If you have ever watched a professional racing engine mechanic work, you would be impressed by the slow, careful, methodical manner in which he assembles an engine. The point he must deal with is simple — that you have to finish to win. Our aircraft conversion must be built with that same care and attention to detail. Failures are almost always caused by human failure to do something right. The extra time, care and attention you devote to the little details will pay off big dividends in engine life and performance. Enough Volkswagen conversions have been flying over the years now to develop a generous background of information to draw from. Hopefully, we will have some input from builders with many hours on their conversions here. I will try to answer personally any questions you may have, if you will send me a self addressed, stamped envelope, and please keep it brief and to the point. Send in those questions, or your own experiences at solving a problem to relating VW conversions. If questions indicate an area that is a common stumbling block for the "do it yourself VW converter, perhaps we can get in print the proven method of dealing with and solving the problem. Next month, some of the tools necessary, and then we start assembling. My sincere thanks to my good friend and photographer Dennis Schwettmann for his photos illustrating these articles. Without his help these articles would be very dull.



Figure 11 — Pistons are manufactured with areas of excess metal (called the balancing boss) which can be removed for balancing — indicated here by pen.



Figure 12 — Pistons have been weighed and the heavier ones have metal removed in the lathe until all weights are



evenly matched.
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Photo 1 — Alvin Schubert's VW powered original design,



"Der Fledermaus". Originally flown on a 36 hp conversion,



it's now powered by a 1680cc VW conversion which produces an estimated 55 hp.



Conversions ? By Rex E. Taylor, EAA 87893 P. 0. Box 5951 Calexico, CA 92231 (With Assistance from Robin M. Taylor, EAA 140647) Part IV



AN THE PAST three issues we have looked into some of the idiosyncrasies and problems of Volkswagen conversions in the areas of crankshafts, crankcases and have hopefully shed some light on the mysterious art of engine balancing. These topics apply to all VW conversions and would have to be considered no matter what your ultimate objective in converting, whether your engine be super simple or loaded with all the available accessories. We can't go any farther in the engine building process without a clear understanding of what that final objective is to be. In fact, if you intend to use the flywheel mounted alternator and starter ring gear, those parts that rotate with the crank should have been balanced with and as a part of the crankshaft assembly. There are several other options that can affect the assembly process and must be considered at this point in the procedure where we are ready to start assembling the engine. What type of ignition system is to be used? I personally have never used anything on a VW conversion except Slick aircraft magnetos, but there are other options open that have certain points to recommend them. Some builders have opted to use the Vertex magneto that is simply plugged into the distributor drive hole on the top front of the engine to thereby solve the ignition part of the conversion. The negative aspect of this method is that the magneto sticks up into the breeze and into the pilot's line of vision, plus being virtually impossible to enclose in the tight fitting cowlings that are in common usage now. From the reliability 14 MARCH 1980



standpoint however, this method has been used by many with very good results. Some builders go a less expensive direction and utilize the centrifugal advance automotive distributor (Bosch 009) and ignition system. Paul Napper of P. O. Box 92, Blackfoot, Idaho 83221, writes that he uses this system on his VP-1 with a belt driven alternator to recharge the battery and has had 65 hours of flight with his conversion so far. Paul included much other data which will be compiled for use here later. Paul didn't send a picture. You guys, please send photos if you can. There have been many means employed to drive an aircraft magneto or dual magnetos off the flywheel end of the conversion. Some of the earliest conversions had systems using bicycle chains, then later timing belts were employed, as on Ken Rand's plans, to drive the magneto. Generally speaking, anything other than a direct drive setup adds to the chance of failure due to its added complexity and parts. In the past few years the general trend has been to drive the magneto directly off the end of the crankshaft through a coupling block of rubber, micarta or some sort of a semi-resilient material. Some engines have been equipped with dual magnetos to provide dual ignition via another set of plugs added into the heads. The dual magneto drive is generally accomplished by the use of gears or chain coupling them with the driver pinion, driven off the crankshaft end. One manufacturer of conversions uses a Bendix D2000 series magneto, which fits the same magneto mount as the single magneto, but provides for dual ignition. These magnetos are being used on the late Lycoming engines. This is probably the easiest way of obtaining the dual capability, but the magneto is very expensive and hard to obtain from Bendix. The ignition system you will use must be decided upon before you can start assembling. Most of the commercial converters have elected to design and fabricate an accessory case on the flywheel end of the engine. Each commercial converter uses his own unique parts in



through building them, and have probably become pretty fair engine mechanics in the process. One such builder is Alvin Schubert of Box 395, Galesville, WI 54630, who sent photos (# 1 and 2) of his engine and aircraft, "Der Fledermaus", which I believe he designed. Alvin's engine is a self-converted 1600 cc VW using N.P.R. 88mm cylinders for a displacement of 1680cc. He machined his own prop hub from an old car



engine crankshaft flange (forged) and attaches it to the crank by the 3° taper method. Most of his engine follows pretty standard conversion practices and power output is 2900 rpm static on a 52" x 37.5" propeller. He cruises at 2950 rpm and 17.5" manifold pressure and consumes 3.2 gallons per hour at that setting. Alvin currently has 164 hours airtime with no problems. To condense his letter he says, "Don't be stingy . . . spend the money to do it right." He strongly advises that builders keep their conversions simple; he says forget about supercharging and propeller reduction systems. Those are Alvin's conclusions, and he speaks from experience with a reliable conversion. Alvin also mentioned that he carved his own propeller, and all his conversion parts were self-designed Photo 2 — Handmade airscoop feeds air to vertically



and machined.



mounted 29mm Posa Carburetor. Note the ducts on the sides providing hot air for carburetor heat. A simple, straight forward conversion that has 164 troublefree hours of logged time.



his products and some builders are finding that parts from 2 different conversion component makers are not necessarily compatible. Take time to study the parts catalog until you know exactly what you want to build, then finalize the design, so to speak, and go about building it. Don't forget the motor mounts, which are really a part of the engine package. Motor mounting dimensions and methods vary considerably, with each commercial converter having his own p a r t i c u l a r reasons for using his own method. H.A.P.I, engines use the same mounting dimensions as the Continental A65 through 0-200 engines. RevMaster uses the pattern of the 65 hp Lycoming. Monnett con-



versions use yet another pattern. Each airframe designer usually has designed his mounts to fit only one engine. H.A.P.I, has found it necessary to build mounts for various designs such as KR-1, KR-2, MiniIMP, Mini Coupe, and to provide sketches showing dimensional changes necessary to adapt their engines to other designs. I am sure the other manufacturers of conversions also help with mounting problems you may have with your aircraft and their conversions. The point is that you must know before you start putting your bucks in a lot of parts that they will add up harmoniously into one airplane; otherwise you'll waste both money and time, not to mention the frustration factor. I have received several letters from builders who have very successfully converted their own engines. These letters have been very informative, with a wealth of data on clearances, gap settings, temperatures, pressures, performance history and much, much more. I really appreciate this and will compile all the figures into a chart of averages, to be published here as a guide for the rest of you. The single most common factor in all the letters of data input is the detail and thoroughness with which you guys document your engine performance. I strongly suspect that the primary reason that the performance histories cited are so trouble free is that these builders have taken the time to study and know their engines, and, consequently, they are achieving a high level of reliability in service. These builders have obviously become very intimately acquainted with their engines



Photo 3 — 1" travel dial indicator set as marketed for tuning



2 cycle engines. Set has an adaptor included that screws in 14 or 18mm spark plug holes and 3 various length rods. The bar below box adapts indicator to our needs in critical measurements on VW conversions. Dial reads directly in .001 thousandth inch increments.



The potential VW conversion builder should realize before starting that even with buying all the conversion



components "off the shelf and ready to use", there will still be a considerable amount of work involved where the builder may have to do some welding, machining, drilling, tapping, sheet metal work or other tasks that



will require both skill and the essential tools to do the job. How well is your work shop equipped to tackle a job such as this? Do you have the necessary skills to forge ahead and complete the job or will you have to learn as you go?



There is nothing wrong with "learn as you go" except that if you're like me, I louse things up as I learn and oftentimes have to junk them and start over. Are you willing to and can you afford to throw away an expenSPORT AVIATION 15



out. In fact, I don't think there is an easy way to build an airplane, at least in building three homebuilts I've never found it. The thrill and satisfaction of firing up your engine



for the first time, watching the gauges, listening for any sound of trouble, and finally realizing that it is running beautifully, just like you planned it, is almost as great a moment as the first flight in your own homebuilt. The attitude with which the engine builder approaches the task of building an engine says a lot about both the man and the quality of his conversion. Let me



illustrate with a recent conversation I had with a gentleman who shall remain nameless. This man called H.A.P.I. and wanted to buy a H.A.P.I. prop hub assembly and asked what he had to do to fit it on his used engine. I told him he had to remove the crankshaft and cut a taper on it to fit the hub. He strongly objected to this because the "engine runs good". I asked how he could be sure it didn't have something inside that wasn't airworthy without disassembling it? He stated that he didn't want to build a "certified engine", this was to be "experimental" and, besides, it was going on a motorglider. If the engine failed he would just glide! This man one day may get into the air, and he may have a VW conversion failure. Will it really be an engine failure? Or



Photo 4 — Here the dial indicator is used to check the straightness of the crankshaft. Homemade adaptor block is spaced up on center main bolts with rocker arm shaft clamps from the same engine. Accuracy of measurements is essential in engine building process.



sive part if it comes out wrong? All too many builders



have fallen prey to the false idea that they will save a lot of money by doing their own conversion. After buying all the parts and keeping track of all the costs, you will find that the savings is very small, and if you figure your time at $1.00 per hour, it's probably a very expensive engine. Those of us who build conversions commercially buy parts at wholesale in quantity, and have our tooling and methods worked out so we can build an engine efficiently in a minimum amount of time. We stock all the various little seldom thought of parts that cost you hours or days of time when you discover you need them and don't have them. Examples that come to mind are barrel shims, and crankshaft thrust shims. We stock enough various sizes so as to always have the right combination, but I remember the days of building my first engines, waiting a week or more for shims of the right thickness from the manufacturer; they're not an



item that most parts houses stock. Several builders I have talked to said if they had to do it over, they could have saved months and a lot of frustration by buying a commercially built conversion, while concentrating on their airframe. They also noticed that they saved little or no money. So don't deceive yourself into thinking you're going to build a high qual-



ity, reliable engine for very few dollars. There ain't no such animal! You can, however, build a very good quality engine, equal to any available . . . if you have the desire, the determination and the time. The necessary skills you can acquire as you go if you're willing to study and research for answers, but there is no easy way 16 MARCH 1980



Photo 5 — Here deck height is being measured to determine if shimming is necessary to establish proper compression ratio. This step is absolutely essential when using non-stock cylinders such as these 92mm barrels that give a displacement of 1835cc's with the stock 69mm crankshaft.



will we really get down to cases and put the blame for the failure where it belongs, on the attitude of the builder? It's a shame that these hopefully few misguided individuals can get more publicity with one failure caused by their own lackadaisical attitude than a thousand serious builders can with their reliable conversions. You can kill yourself with a VW conversion just the same as with any other aircraft engine. Because you build it yourself doesn't mean you can cut any corners, or do things in any less airworthy manner than that which



has been proven over the years to be reliable. There have been VW failures in the past and there will be more in the future, but when converted right by knowledgeable builders, the reliability factor, I believe, com-



pares favorably with certified aircraft engines. There is



Photo 6 — Indicator is shown here mounted to bear on prop flange face. Two separate measurements are taken here. Crankshaft end play is measured by moving shaft forward and back. Runout of propeller flange is checked by rotating crankshaft. A total indicator reading of .005 is the maximum



runout that should be allowed for safety.



only one proper way to build anything that is to go into an aircraft, whether the part is for airframe or engine. Do everything as if your life depended on it, BECAUSE IT DOES! Not only will you build a fine aircraft, but gain a sense of personal pride and security flying your ship that you'll never experience in any factory built airplane. There is an area of potential problems that is often overlooked by the novice VW mechanic that can and sometimes does wipe out the cam gear and cam bearings. Volkswagen cases like everything have manufacturing tolerances. The one that causes trouble is the distance between centerlines on crankshaft and camshaft. This dimension will vary from engine to engine and while I don't know what VW allows, it must be at least plus or minus .003 thousandths. To compensate for this tolerance and achieve running clearance between the cam drive gear on the crankshaft and the larger driven gear on the cam, VW makes the large gear in several sizes. They range from a -"-3 gear to a -3 gear. If you are building your engine from parts, look out for problems here.



The procedure for checking clearance goes like this. Lay the crankshaft, with the drive gear installed, in its bearings on the stud side of the case. (That's the side with the main bearing studs sticking out of it.) Now install the cam bearings in the case and lay the cam in position. Now rotate the crankshaft clockwise, (viewed from the flywheel end of the engine) and see if the cam tends to lift up out of its bearings. If it does, a smaller gear is necessary. Replacement gears by after market manufacturers are made in only one size, and if yours is too tight, you may have to go to the VW dealer for an undersize gear to solve the clearance problem. If you are converting a used engine, and are using the original cam, you probably will have no problems here at all. The stock cam grind does produce a good torque band in the 2500 to 3500 rpm range though a good cam grinder can gain a slight improvement in torque by regrinding. If you do want to change the cam pattern, forget the competition grind cams in the hop-up magazines. They



are designed for high rpm power and will produce less power at our useful range instead of more. H.A.P.I. uses a reground cam to achieve a slight gain over stock, but perhaps more importantly, to insure consistent engine-to-engine performance and to provide new wear surfaces to match the lifters. You should never install a new cam against old lifters or new lifters on an old worn cam. This will only bring about rapid and uneven wear patterns. Don't exchange your old cam for one that's already reground, but rather send yours out and



have it reground, this way you can be sure it matches



Photo 7 — Indicator with its spark plug adaptor is screwed into 1 cylinder and piston is brought to top dead center on compression stroke. When this point is established, T.D.C. mark can be made on the prop hub, in line with the case split line, then the timing mark is placed at 28'; before T.D.C.



Before attempting to assemble a VW conversion there are some precision tools that you should either own or at least have access to. In addition to the usual compliment of tools, metric sockets, end wrenches, pliers, screwdrivers, ring compressor, feeler gauges and such, an accurately calibrated torque wrench is an absolute necessity. Overtightening is the most common cause of damage in Volkswagen assembly. These engines expand and contract considerably in service and proper torque on each bolt is essential.



Since most amateurs will not have a complete set of micrometers, inside and outside, or dial bore gauges and such, it becomes extremely important that you deal with very reliable sources on your parts. Don't shop for price, shop around for quality and try to find someone who can



measure parts for you, including the new ones. As you assemble your engine, there are several points where precision measurement is mandatory. In the accompanying photos you will see how a one inch travel dial indicator with a few attachments can be used to measure most of these critical distances. Recently I chanced upon an indicator and set of attachments designed for tuning 2 cycle engines (see Photo 3) that will give you the capability of setting your crankshaft end play, checking prop hub run out, valve lift, deck h e i g h t , setting t i m i n g , all the precision



measuring jobs in one tool. With a homemade adapter and a little improvisation, this indicator will do all the



jobs we have to do. They sell for about $60.00 complete and if you builders are interested, H.A.P.I. will stock them. Most of you will probably have about all the hand tools. The torque wrench and indicator shouldn't set you back more than $100.00. The other tool I consider a great asset, is a VW engine stand . . . costs about $35.00 and is available in most import parts stores. Working on a VW is very frustrating without one because no matter what you want to do the darn thing is in the wrong position. You'll need a clean, well lighted place to work and



a large plastic garbage bag to encapsulate your engine completely when you're not working on it. You will spend several evenings assembling if you do it right. If you have ever watched a professional racing engine builder, he is very slow and methodical in the way he works. Nothing left to chance, he checks everything. Do likewise, take your time and cover it up with a garbage bag to keep it dust free between times. You should have a VW repair manual handy for stock parts reference and being somewhat prejudiced, I'll suggest my own book, "How To Build A Reliable Volks Aero Engine", as your guide through the conversion process. It's available through H.A.P.I., P. O. Box 5951,



cam is usually found to be reusable for service, but be



Calexico, CA 92231 for $11.00 postpaid U.S. and $13.00 postpaid overseas.



very careful in handling it while it's out of the engine to avoid damaging the magnesium gear and thus rendering



Next month we will start through the assembly process and I will discuss some of the most common causes



it unserviceable.



of problems when assembling and how to avoid them.



your case and drive gear. The large gear on your old
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Coixbersvovis . PartV



By Rex E. Taylor, EAA 87893



P. O. Box 5951 Calexico, CA 92231 (Editorial Assistance by Robin M. Taylor, EAA 140647 J.HE SUBJECT OF this month's VW conversion discussion was to have some of the do's and don'ts of assembling the crankcase and crankshaft assembly of the "lower end" of the engine as it is commonly called. Recently, however, I have been made more and more aware by contact with many VW conversion pilots and builders that there is a very serious problem concerning VW engine installations. In the past few years since becoming involved in developing the H.A.P.I. engine, I have gathered as much information as possible about VW's in aircraft, and have been vitally interested in finding out "why?" when a VW powered airplane is involved in an accident.



In those accidents where an engine failure or problem was involved the foremost question in my mind was "what failed?" The surprising conclusion was that in all too many cases, the engine itself had not failed, but had stopped because of another root cause: out of gas, broken or inoperative throttle mechanism, carburetor ice, grounded "P" lead, or some such cause that can just as effectively stop an engine as a catastrophic internal failure. The net result is the same total loss of the power we need to sustain flight. Perhaps those of us who supply engines and conversion parts are due for some share of the blame for not being very specific in drawings, text, pictures and parts



Photo #1 — Butch Grafton's KR-1 is a good example of care-



Photo #2 — This Rev Master 2100 engine is used in Murray Rouse's KR-2. Here the air is directed away from the



ful cowling and baffling to control engine temperatures. Note how closely the baffling fits around the outside of the engine



crankshaft opening by baffling at cylinder bases. Aircraft



and passes under the crankshaft to insure that all the air must pass through the head and cylinder cooling fins. Engine is an 1835cc, 69mm stroke, 92mm bore, "Butch-built". Aircraft has honest 155 cruise speed with over 200 hours flown.



grade oil lines lead to the bottom mounted oil cooler. Hole visible over left rear cylinder directs cool air through ducting into firewall mounted remote oil cooler.
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Photo #3 — Another approach to baffling by Zig Berzins of Canada, who has done a beautiful job of engine installation.



Photo #4 — Zig's Sonerai II as seen from left side. Oil cooler air is discharged to low pressure side of baffling through



Note the pass-through grommeting and extensive use of Adel clamps to secure wires and lines in position. Zig uses a



Aeroduct in foreground. Tight seal against cowling is



dual point and coil Honda battery ignition setup as backup for his magneto.



lists showing the builder exactly how engines must be installed in an aircraft to insure a safe reliable powerplant operation. Some of the blame may also be shared by the various designers who have designed around VW engines, but left the engine choice and installation up to the ingenuity of the builder. Many, in fact most of our builders are first timers and lack the background perhaps to engineer the engine into the airframe in an airworthy manner. This same builder may well have purchased an expensive, highly developed VW conversion that has demonstrated good field reliability, but may do such a poor job of installation that the total installed package is unairworthy and downright dangerous. Recently, I was present at the final inspection and issuance of the special airworthiness certificate for a brand new aircraft, which had one of our H.A.P.I. model "60" engines installed. The FAA inspector went over the aircraft, looking at the airframe and engine, did make some comments about things that should be improved upon before flight, but wrote the C of A before he left. My own inspection revealed the following: 1) This aircraft's fuel system had no gascolator and the fuel line was of clear plastic from firewall to carburetor. 2) The engine baffling was poorly installed, was not adequate to direct the cooling air through the heads and cylinders and would allow air to leak past the engine without cooling it. 3) In many places the baffling was not properly attached; it was in fact held together and in place with silver duct tape! 4) The oil lines leading from the top of the engine to the bottom mounted oil cooler were routed through this baffling without any chafing protection around the lines. 5) The spark plug leads were also routed through the baffling without chafe protection. 6) The propeller, a ground adjustable three-blade, was held to the hub by only three bolts and one blade was 3/8" out of track. 7) The main power cables from the battery master switch through the starter solenoid and on to the starter itself were of about #8 gage wire. There were some things on the aircraft itself that were in need of further work, also, but we won't deal with that here. The owner of this aircraft is a first time builder, and the aircraft for the most part is nice looking and wellbuilt. The problem is that our builder had no plans or an experienced builder to lead him through the engine



achieved through extensive use of flexible asbestos firewall fabric available through Aircraft Spruce and Specialties.



installation, so he did the best he could drawing from his own limited experience. Let's go back through this list of deficiencies and look at some of them and their danger potential.



No Gascolator



The gascolator in the aircraft's fuel system has been placed there for several reasons. It serves as a filter to remove minute particles of contaminants from the fuel by straining it on its journey from gas tank to combustion chamber. The gascolator also serves as a water trap and is designed to remove water from the fuel, operating on the principle that water is heavier than gasoline and will not mix with it. The gascolator is placed in the system as per photos 5, 6 and 8 in such a manner that it is the lowest point in the fuel system, thereby assuring that any water that may have been introduced by contaminated fuel or simple moisture condensation inside a partially filled tank, will be trapped and separated from the fuel. The gascolator is then equipped with a quick drain, and prudent preflight procedure demands that this drain be opened and checked to be sure that only fuel, no water is present in the gascolator before flight. The gascolator should not be depended on as the sole source of fuel filtration, however; there should also be finger strainers incorporated in the gas tanks that eliminate the possibility of a larger particle of contaminant blocking fuel passage into or through the line. A well-designed fuel system has a finger strainer in the tank, a convenient cockpit operated fuel shut-off valve, gascolator placed at the lowest point in the system . . . and only then is the fuel ready for delivery to the carburetor. Most VW commercial conversions and a good share of the homebuilt conversions are using the "Posa" Carburetor. The Posa differs greatly from a conventional carburetor in that it has no float bowl, float valve, or any internal means of regulating fuel flow pressure. The actual fuel metering main jet is the smallest orifice that the fuel must pass through, so blockage will occur there. It, therefore, becomes absolutely mandatory that fuel be completely filtered free of any contaminants before it reaches the carburetor. SPORT AVIATION 23



One of the potential sources of fuel starvation usually overlooked in homebuilts and almost always in a VW powered aircraft is the possibility of "vapor lock". We may have a beautifully done fuel system, but it must be protected from the heat of the engine; otherwise, there is a very real danger of engine heat cooking the fuel lines and gascolator to the point of boiling the fuel inside. The effect of this complete stoppage of fuel flow in all instances is an "engine failure". To protect the gascolator from heat, it should be installed in a metal box on the front side of the firewall. This box should have a source of cool outside air directed through it to cool the gascolator. Don't forget that you must allow access to the gascolator fuel drain. You will drain this on each preflight inspection. Your gascolator should have the bowl removed and filter screen cleaned and checked at every 25 hour inspection or more often if you suspect contamination in the fuel.



Fuel Lines



Don't ever use anything on an aircraft except a hose specifically designed to withstand gasoline, with at least 2 woven plys. Such hoses as Mil H-6000 are my choice. The best of VW conversions won't run without fuel, so don't get economy-minded and buy any of the clear plastic hoses that the catalog's say are unaffected by fuel. They may be alright in a wing, but do not use where subjected to heat. Your fuel line should be totally encased in Aeroquip Firesleeve (see Figure 7), a fireproof asbestos tubing designed and tested to withstand direct flame for 5 minutes without burning. I've seen clear plastic lines in homebuilts near the engine exhausts or other sources of heat such as a turbo charger where they are subject to melting . . . and fed by a gravity feed fuel system. Makes me wonder if the pilot has a death wish. Another failure prone yet common practice is that of simply slipping fuel lines over the metal lines to connect them and depending on friction to keep a tight seal



Photo #5 — Bottom side of Butch Grafton's engine; gascolator is mounted on lower right corner of firewall, and fuel is delivered through aircraft grade fuel lines. Note how Butch solved a throttle installation problem on his Posa by bringing cable around front of the crankcase and "U" bending 180 degrees to reach carburetor. Tube just to right and below Posa leads ram air through the firewall mounted oil cooler. 24 APRIL 1980



there. This, with lines that may swell with heat or on constant exposure to gasoline, is suicide! Every hose under your cowl should be approved aircraft type and



the proper grade for the application, such as fuel hose only for fuel lines, vacuum hose for vacuum lines, and so forth. After you have selected and installed the right hose, install hose clamps on any slip junction, but be careful not to overtighten them and damage the hose that way. Over this hose as both a fire shield and an insulator against engine heat you should have the "firesleeve" just mentioned.



Fuel Pumps Another fuel supply related problem that must be dealt with in engines mounted in a position where gravity feed is not possible is fuel pump failure. The normal VW fuel pump is usually used in the installations, but for safety's sake a second pump of some nature should be plumbed into the system. "Butch" Grafton, a KR-1 builder from San Diego, CA, has come up with a very simple, lightweight solution here. He uses an automobile single action mechanical pump that normally is driven off a lobe on the cam, but instead has installed a handle on the cam lever to convert it into a simple "wobble" pump. A back-up pump as simple as this could change the situation from total engine failure due to fuel pump failure, to a tired arm, but a safe landing! If your aircraft does have an electrical system, then one of the small "autopulse" electric pumps could provide the safety back-up; in fact, should probably be used on takeoff and landing just for insurance against pump failure at a low altitude.



A fact of life with direct drive VW conversions is that they won't windmill when the engine fails for whatever reason. If you simply forgot to switch tanks and it quits, and if you don't have an electric starter, you're due for a forced landing immediately! This is perhaps one of the best arguments for including a starter on your engine.



Photo #6 — Bottom of Murray Rouse's engine, with gascolator center mounted on firewall. Tube visible through exhaust pipes leads air to oil cooler and is connected to hole in baffling by Aeroduct tubing. Both Butch's and Murray's installations could be improved by firesleeving over fuel lines and enclosing gascolators in fresh air boxes to in-



sulate them from engine heat.



Photo #7 — Bottom side of Zig Berzin's Sonerai II. Note the firesleeve over fuel lines just above throttle cable. Coil and wiring of unique Honda secondary ignition system is visible under Monnett prop extension. Air cleaner is unusual on VW



installations, but undoubtedly increases engine life by eliminating intake of dirt.



A friend of mine was playing around with his Volksplane, stalling it very nose high with less than '/•> tank of fuel, which resulted in interrupted fuel supply to his Posa carb, with the result being an engine failure, but a



safe forced landing. Remember, they won't windmill to restart.



Photo #8 — Zig has incorporated a carburetor heat box ahead of his Posa, using air drawn through duct from heat muff at top right. Gascolator at bottom right is wrapped in asbestos cloth to insulate it from engine heat. Extensive use of safety wire is apparent on all these aircraft. These builders "do it right" — then safety it in place!



Last year another VW powered homebuilt took home a trophy for a craftsmanship (it was beautiful) at the Chino Fly-In then crashed and was destroyed (pilot unhurt) by an engine seizure on takeoff on the first flight. Cause of failure? There was inadequate baffling inside the cowl to keep the engine cool. No aircooled engine, regardless of make or model, can run very long without



the necessary air to "cool it". When you get to this area on your aircraft, there is probably someone in your Chapter or area with experience he can share with you. Tony Bingelis has written



some excellent articles on "How To Do" the various Baffling



VWs are aircooled engines and must have lots of cooling air directed around the heads and cylinders to dissipate the heat generated in the combustion chambers. Most of us are well aware from experience with automobiles that if we break a fan belt, the water pump doesn't circulate the water in the car's cooling system and the engine will overheat in minutes. Much the same is true with the aircooled engine. We must be certain that the cowling design and internal baffling are such that a volume of air sufficient to dissipate the heat developed at any power setting is provided to the engine. Unfortunately, it is a bit difficult to make hard and fast rules for this since there is so much variation in cowling and baffling design from aircraft to aircraft. The very basic rule of thumb is that you must have two or more times outlet area on your cowling as inlet



area. After the air enters the cowling the baffling must seal the areas around the heads and cylinders, over the top of the engine, also around the front of the engine and under the crankshaft opening. The object here is to seal up every opening, except those that direct air around and through the cooling fins on the heads and cylinders. Some of the inlet air may also be directed to magneto cooling and through the oil cooler. Three of the best examples of VW cowling and baffling I've seen recently are pictured here. All show a lot of thought, and above-average workmanship. "Butch" Grafton's KR-1 has over 200 hours and has been flown in Imperial Valley's 100° plus summer temperatures without cooling problems.



tasks on aircraft, and has a book (The Sportplane Builder) that should be required reading for the new builder. I believe that he has covered the baffling and cowling techniques. Go to your local airport and look under as many cowlings on the factory jobs as possible; they may be certified engines but their need for cooling air is identical to that of your conversion.



Your baffling must be bent, shaped, cut or whatever so that it fits around the engine with no more than '/a" clearance and closer if possible. Baffling will have to be attached to the engine in such a way as to secure it against the pressure developed by the incoming air. The outer perimeters of the baffling where it would come in



contact with the cowling are trimmed to leave V4" gap between baffling and cowl then a flexible gap seal strip is attached to the outer edges, usually by pop riveting. This forms an almost airtight seal and still allows the engine to move around slightly on its rubber mounts



within the cowl.



Pass Through Holes



You will have several holes through your baffling to pass the various wires, hoses and ducts your installation requires. Each of these pass-through holes must be fitted with a rubber or plastic grommet, extruded plastic chafe SPORT AVIATION 25



strip or some means of insuring that the thin metal of the baffling doesn't act like a guillotine and damage or



of hours and hours of change, with modifications and refinements being required to get all the gauges in the



cut under vibration. Your installation may require duct-



green; and even after you have flown off the restrictions, most builders are still working at making their craft



ing to be attached to direct air to some critical part such as the oil cooler. Sometimes air is vented through the baffling purposely as in Figure 4 where air is dumped to the negative pressure side of the baffle after passing through the oil cooler. Careful attention should be paid to the area around and below the crankshaft to avoid air leakage there. Study the photos here and note how these builders have sealed their air leaks. All of the aircraft pictured here have over 200 hours flight time. "Butch" Grafton has his KR-1 refined now to an almost "tinker free" condition, with all the goodies working right, but it didn't happen overnight. Murray Rouse is still working on cowl outlet area shape and design in an effort to lower his oil and cylinder head temperatures. Zig Berzins' letter indicates that he has his cowling and cooling problems well under control, but after 200 plus hours of operation, his "cast" 76mm crankshaft is cracked on the #4 bearing journal. Zig is an airworthiness inspector for Air Canada and has access to magna-



flux equipment. He magnafluxed this shaft when new, remagnafluxed at 150 hours, and it cracked at 200 hours. He disagrees with my statement in my first arti-



cle that these cast shafts are useable if protected from gyroscopic loads. He says they are useless, period! He's installing a forged shaft now. There is so much information available just for the asking and a little research time that no builder should ever be without answers to the problems he faces in constructing his bird. All too often the guy who has trouble with his conversion is a loner, doesn't belong to EAA, does his own thing all by his lonesome somewhere, and without the help and advise of other homebuilders. The more eyes looking at an amateur built aircraft during its construction, the more chances that someone may spot the flaw



that could down it. So, get involved with your local group of builders, it's a very good way to interchange experiences, skills and information. Some of us older homebuilders have already loused it up, rebuilt and changed enough times to tell you from experience how not to do it! Unfortunately, there have been a few designers of VW powered aircraft who, in their enthusiasm to promote their designs, seem to have also promoted the idea that if it's VW powered, you don't have to use all that expensive aircraft stuff, just build it in a few weeks out of very inexpensive material, and "presto" you have an



just a little better. The aircraft pictured here are wellproven designs with lots of time on them, but their builders are still finding room for improvement and making changes. The very best person to depend on is yourself, and even if you are a first time builder you can build a very safe and airworthy aircraft if you will spend the time to



study and research for the right methods of doing each of the jobs as you go. This, I believe, is what was intended by those who worked so hard to gain us the freedom to build and fly homebuilts in this country, and



those in government who agreed to allow it as an educational endeavor. You will build a good aircraft and learn many useful skills along the way. A large part of the problems described in this article are due to the use of inadequate materials for the job. All homebuilders, it seems, are looking for that magical method of building an aircraft for a very few dollars. Experienced builders have been brought back to reality, and while we hunt for bargains and try to keep the costs



down, we have learned that where the part is critical to safe operation, you use proven, airworthy materials. The cost variation between the airworthy quality materials and unsuitable materials is small, so be considerate of your family and friends who care for you; spend a few extra dollars to make your homebuilt a safe one. H.A.P.I. has put together a set of instructions for installing VW conversions in an airworthy manner which can be used with any VW conversion. It lists the various parts and has sketches showing typical placement of gascolators, carburetors and manifolds. The hooking up of throttles, carburetor heat and engine wiring is explained. This information is now included with H.A.P.I. engines and is available to anyone else at a cost of 50 cents for handling and postage only. Send to H.A.P.I., P. 0. Box 5951, Calexico, CA 92231, and ask for engine installation information. Next month we will get back into the engine assembling the crankshaft and crankcase, or lower end as it's usually called. Please continue to send me your experiences with VW power, good or bad. Please include photos and as much data as possible. I will try to answer your questions, if possible, but please keep them brief and include a self-addressed stamped envelope. The VW conversion is safe and reliable when properly converted. Let's clean up the engine installations now so they can run as they were built to!



instant airplane! "Safety?" . . . why the FAA inspects it as you build to insure that it is airworthy! The inspection described in this article is probably not typical, but is nevertheless all too common for anyone to depend solely on the expertise of the FAA inspector to determine the airworthiness of your aircraft. That would take many, many hours, which they don't have to spend, plus a very extensive background in homebuilding on the inspector's behalf. Some of these inspectors have come into their jobs from backgrounds other than maintenance on light aircraft and simply don't know much about what they're inspecting. They are primarily



there to insure that you get into the air legally, with all your paper work in order, and fly off your restrictions in the assigned area as per the limitations they will give you when they issue the certificate of airworthiness. The FAA's final airworthiness inspection is no guarantee of airworthiness, but rather a license to begin flight test-



ing your "experimental" aircraft. Usually, the completion of a successful first test flight is only the beginning 26 APRIL 1980
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WHAT ABOUT



Conversions ? Part VI



By Rex Taylor IEAA 878931 P. O. Box 5951



Calexico, CA 92231 (Editorial Assistance by Robin Taylor, EAA 140647)



JL LYING A VW powered aircraft is a real fun experience, especially when taxiing away from the gas pump with enough cash left over for a hamburger after a full day's flying. I have yet to finish my own Volkswagen powered KR-1, but have had the pleasure of flying 3 different VW powered aircraft that belong to others. Most recently I have had several hours in John Hawes' Aerosport Quail powered by a H.A.P.I. Model 60-E engine. On February 24, 1980 I borrowed the aircraft and flew it to an invitational fly-in at Flabob airport in Riverside, California. This is where a good share of the homebuilt movement got its start here in the west. The distance is 210 miles from my home base here in Calexico, California. With blue skies I climbed to 4500 feet and leveled off to cruise at 110 mph, 3100 rpm at 23 in. manifold pressure. I reached Flabob in 2 hours flight time, and burned 6.9 gallons getting there! The return trip in the late afternoon took 2 hours and 20 minutes due to headwinds, and required 8.3 gallons. Total fuel consumed was 15.2 gallons, which works out



at 27.63 miles per gallon. The Quail is a nice airplane to fly, almost like a single place Cessna 150, and is quite comfortable on such a trip, even though the noise level is a little higher than a wooden or composite aircraft. Some of you looking for a simple to build and fly light aircraft might do well to consider this design. It's ugly at first glance, but the more you fly it, the prettier it gets! John Hawes of Boulevard, California built the aircraft and has flown it over 200 hours now. John had just gained his private ticket when he finished his Quail. Info on it can be had through Aerosport, Box 278, Holly Springs, NC 27540. One question I am asked very often is how many hours can you expect to get out of a VW engine? I wish I



had an answer based on a personal experience, but none of the H.A.P.I. engines have that much time on them Gary Boyd's new GB-1, an all moulded fiber glass aircraft he admits was greatly influenced by the KR-2 design, is now flying on the original H.A.P.I. Model 60 test engine that has over 300 hours on it. The only problem it has had is a leaking exhaust valve at 23 hours time, probably due to too lean mixture. After that the engine had another 125 hours hard running on the test stand with no more problems. There have been reports in SPORT AVIATION of VW's going over 1000 hours air time and still going strong.



Photo 1 — Dr. John Hawes in his Aerosport Quail. John has flown over 200 hours since building this high wing, all metal monoplane. The Quail has flaps, navigation and strobe lights



and radio. Flies like a single place Cessna 150.



Very few of us ever fly over 100 hours per year so that kind of life expectancy equates to a lot of years of low cost flying on a modest initial investment. That old test engine has seen a lot of full throttle hours, and has been deliberately abused beyond the point one would expect an engine to be operated at, and it runs better now than when it was new. It should, the parts have had time to "wear in" and set, and the high frictional power loss present in a new engine is gone. We will tear this engine down after the restrictions are flown off and check for wear patterns that may indicate that maintenance repair is necessary. There is one source of wear that is often overlooked by the VW power builder. The inclusion of an effective carburetor air filter will greatly extend the engine's life by keeping the sand and grit blown up by the prop from going through it like grinding compound. A motorcycle shop has a variety of good air filters to choose from that can be adapted. Well, let's get back to putting the engine itself together. Please don't think that these articles alone will SPORT AVIATION 47



provide all the info necessary; however, the purpose of these articles is to help you find good sources of information and parts, and is not adequate to be used as your only informational source. A type III VW engine repair manual is the best reference to start with.



The "lower end", as it's commonly called, of the Volkswagen conversion has proven itself to be relatively trouble free in service when set up properly. In the past few articles we have discussed crankshafts, crankcases, engine balancing as related to the reciprocating parts of the engine, and just touched on the procedure of assembling the lower end. We haven't dealt with connect-



ing rods though, and perhaps a few words here would be in order. The stock VW connecting rod seems to be quite adequate for use in aircraft conversions. I have never heard of any rod related problems when a high quality



stock rod is used. The big question is how to determine just what is a



good rod and what is not. There are many different sources and you can buy rebuilt rods for as little as $3.20 each, but let the buyer beware; just because they



look pretty and come in a multicolored fancy box, it doesn't mean a thing. Many of these cheap rods have been "reconditioned" several times and may have been



shortened in the center to center distance considerably



Photo 2 — Well done instrument panel in John's Quail with everything labeled. Makes things easy to find for a pilot flying it the first time. Note placard at center. "LAVE SUS MANOS" is Spanish for "Wash Your Hands"!



by the reconditioning process.



The manner in which the rod is reconditioned is the culprit. In order to reduce the size of the big end so that it can be remachined, the rod cap is ground to reduce the diameter, then the rod is rebored to the original diameter on the big end. In the pin end, a new bushing



is inserted and machined to size. Some rebuilders use a boring machine that simultaneously machines both bores and thereby guarantees critical connecting rod alignment, but the vast majority of rebuilders still hone bores out the old fashioned way and then check, straighten and align the rods to varying degrees of accuracy, depending on the rebuilder's own quality standards, and, of course, the amount of craftsmanship im-



parted by the person actually doing the work. Some reconditioners do a very good job and some produce real junk, suitable only for a car to be used in a demolition derby. Without precision measuring tools, magnaflux inspection and having rod alignment checked



you won't know what you are getting in the pretty package. When building the first H.A.P.I, engines, we faced this same problem and elected to go with brand new non-stock rods with a slightly heavier cross section than



a stock rod. There is no demonstrated reason for needing the extra strength, but the quality of these rods is consistent and we have had absolutely no connecting rod



problems in any of our engines. We do not assume that the rod is right even though new, but have each one 100 percent inspected for pin and big end bore size, then



alignment before they are balanced and ready for the engine. We have had to reject only 2 rods out of some 300 in the past year, but those 2 rods could possibly



have caused a problem in service. Some reconditioned rods are done well, and some are miserable. I have been in 2 shops recently. One that has 137 employees rebuilding VW heads, cases and rods, where anything at all salvageable is rebuilt. The only criteria seems to be "if it looks good, and will run a while, sell it". The other shop, though small, has the precision equipment and the skilled people turn out reconditioned parts that are remanufactured to more precise tolerances than factory new parts. Unless you have the equipment and ability to really inspect these rebuilt rods, I believe the best course is g e n u i n e VW rods from the dealer. Check them for 48 MAY 1980



Photo 3 — Method of scribing the bearing shells before assembly to provide reference lines and make final assembly easy.



alignment and sizes, then magnaflux all the lower end parts before assembly. Magnaflux inspection is not that



expensive and in most instances a complete VW engine won't cost more than $30, if all parts are done the same time.



The discourse on rods above is my opinion, not necessarily agreed with by all ... with some saying that all this emphasis on inspection and new parts adds unnecessary cost to the engine. It does add to the cost, but with quite a few of the H.A.P.I, engines flying now, all of them built to the specifications we found to work after lots of test running, we haven't had a single instance of parts failure. It is my belief that a VW 7 engine properly built and operated within reasonable limits of cylinder head temperature, oil temperature and oil pressure, it is a very hardy little engine capable of giving lots of trouble free service. Assembling the Crankcase



With crankcase assembly the novice VW mechanic is exposed to several little idiosyncrasies that are peculiar to the VWs and can get you in trouble fast. Before assembling the crankshaft and rods, we can save a lot of frustration in mating the cases by scribing some marks



on the bearing shells to indicate their position when you



female side of the case. Now determine exactly how the #1 bearing (that's the flanged bearing on the flywheel endl, the #3 and 4 bearing fit into the saddle, and place them into position on the stud side of the case. Now scribe a line across each bearing at the crankcase split



line on each side of the bearing. (See Photo 3) By doing this before you place the bearings on the crankshaft assembly you have reference marks to position the bearings over the dowels when you are trying to align 3 bearings at once in the final mating of the crankshaft to the case. Almost anyone who has ever done much VW work has ruined a bearing set or two by having a dowel pin not lined up properly upon assembly . . . at least once. If everything's right they almost fall together, but



without the little "tricks of the trade" like this one, the



Photo 4 — The cam driver gear has been heated to 3SO°F and will now slide easily into place.



Photo 5 — A prominent forge mark on each rod must be positioned properly to insure rod offset is correct.



whole process can turn to worms! After scribing the bearings and removing them you can begin assembling the shaft. I usually start on the prop end with the #3 bearing on first, and be sure it's oriented in the right direction. Next the cam driver gear is ready for placement. Note that the gear has two dots opposite the keyway on one side and a 45" chamfer on the bore on the opposite side. The dot side will face the prop on your plane. O.K., large woodruff key is in place, right? To get this press fit gear in place without a press is very simple and requires no force, just another one of those "tricks". Heat the gear to 350"F in your wife's oven, or on a hot plate, or by a propane torch, then simply pick it up with a pair of large pliers and it will have expanded to the point it will slide right into place. (See Photo 4) Make sure you have everything going the right direction before you shrink this gear on. If you don't, and have to remove the gear, it will require an arbor press or special VW gear puller to remove it. Another common mistake of the novice VW mechanic is to assemble the rods on the respective journals upside down. In the sketch the proper manner of assembly is shown. You must have your crankshaft in exactly this orientation, with you facing the flywheel end and the nearest rod journal pointing to the right. All the rods go on with the forge marks up as shown in Photo 5 when in the right position. The reason for this is that VW rods have a slight amount of offset built in and if installed upside down, the small rod end will not be in the center of the wristpin, but nearer one side of the piston so that combustion pressure tends to cock the piston in the cylinder. This often causes piston or cylinder failure.



My book. How To Build A Reliable Volks Aero Engine, deals with the assembly of the engine on a step by step basis and tells you how to get the job done with simple available tools wherever possible. Each step is illustrated by photos, and I've had several letters now from the first time VW engine mechanics whose engines fired right up and are performing well! That's a great thrill for a first time engine builder. Even now after dozens of engines, I still get a lift out of watching one of the H.A.P.I., engines start on the test stand for the first



time. The book is available through H.A.P.I., P. O. Box



5951, Calexico, CA 92231 at $11.00 postpaid in the U. S. and $13.00 overseas. Please allow 3 to 4 weeks delivery, or remit extra postage for first class air mail. I've written it in a manner that it is intended to lead the total Photo 6 — Proper use of an accurate torque wrench is essential in VW assembly.



try to mate the case halves. To do this, insert the little short dowels in the bearing saddles on the stud side of the case (the side of the case with the through bolts sticking out of it). A dowel is required in each bearing on this side of the case in the #2 main only on the



novice through the engine, assuming that he knows nothing about VWs in advance. You absolutely must h a v e a torque wrench (See Photo 6) when assembling a VW engine. There is no other way to do it right. Be certain that all rod bolts are torqued to the proper value and not over-torqued. Don't ever reuse old rod bolts or reuse rod nuts. The rods used currently in VW engines have a nut that is supposed to be self locking, but I still go on locking them by center SPORT AVIATION 49



punching the lip in the groove to mechanically lock them. (See Photos 7 and 8) 0. K., now the shaft and rods, main bearings and everything are ready to go into the case, and the case is ready to receive everything. You have placed half of the #2 bearing in each side of the case and dowel pins are in place. Very carefully lay in your shaft, and use those marks you scribed on the bearings to locate the bearings radially on the dowel pins. You may also have to move bearings fore or aft to align them on the dowels, and when all three dowels register in the holes, the shaft will drop in place of its own weight. If you have to use any force, something is out of place. Now that the shaft is in place, put in the cam bearings and cam followers in both sides of the case. Use "Lubriplate" grease to retain them in the bores and on cam lobes to assure lubrication on initial startup. Install the cam being sure that it's in time with the shaft and the gear is of proper size (see previous articles). We are now ready to mate the cases, so install "o" rings around each stud (see Photo 9), then minutely inspect the mating surfaces of the case for any irregularities that might cause the machined surfaces to not fit tightly together. H.A.P.I, uses a very light film of Permetex aviation "Form A Gasket'" on the case mating surface (see Photo 10) and a good coating around the cam plug.



CRANKSHAFT AND RODS ASSEMBLY Forge marks must be up as shown in dotted circles with crank in this position viewed from above.



(Continued on Page 64)



I Photo 7 — After tightening and checking for proper fit, the rod nut is deformed into the locking slot to lock it in place.



Photo 9 — Each of the six through studs requires an "O" ring around the base to seal against oil leakage.



Photo 8 — Centerpunched locking lip gives real assurance that nut will "stay put".



Photo 10 — A very light film of Permatex "Form A Gasket" is
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brushed on the outside mating surfaces just before cases are joined.



VOLKSWAGEN CONVERSIONS? . . . (Continued from Page 50)



When the cases are mated, they should come together w i t h o u t any forcing. Usually if any force is necessary, the impact of hitting the case with the heel of your bare hand is adequate to close the cases, if not pull them apart and recheck, never force the cases together, they will mate easily when everything's in place. Start bolting the cases together using the tightening sequence and torque values given in my book or a VW



manual. I like to snug all the bolts then torque to progressively higher values by 5 ft. Ib. increments until proper torques are reached. We will get into cylinder installation next month and heads following that. Your letters about your own VW conversions are greatly appreciated, please send pictures if possible. The VW information is stacking up here, and will be sorted and categorized into information all of us can benefit from. I am particularly indebted to those of you who have sent in detailed specifications and performance data on your conversions. I am ever more convinced by such data that the lowly VW engine designed for the "people's car" is the best low cost alternative we have open to us to power our lightweight homebuilts. Since there are so many designers designing aircraft for this powerplant, I feel that we are going to be flying VWs for a long time to come!



XPERIMENTAL IKCRAFT SSOCIATION



(Photo by Ernest Koppe)



Looks like a KR-2 at first glance — but it's a G.B.I, a twoplace, retractable geared sportplane built almost entirely of premolded fiber glass parts. Building time is said to be "half that of conventional composite aircraft" because no shaping has to be done. Powered by a H.A.P.I. 1835cc VW conversion, the G.B.I tops out at 170 mph at 4000 ft. and cruises at 150 mph burning 3.8 gph. Take-off roll is 450 ft. The builder is Gary Boyd, 2250 Judith Lane, Santa Ana, CA 92706. Phone 213/836-6580.



Photo 11 and 11A — All the details taken care of, the cases are now ready to be joined. The rotating engine stand shown makes VW engine work so much easier that it's a v e r y worthwhile investment.



Photo 12 — VW conversion powered aircraft are just possibly the most realistic option the sport flyer has available with the soaring cost of gasoline. H.A.P.I. Model 60-2 shown.



WHAT ABOUT



Conversions? Part VII



By Rex E. Taylor, EAA 87893 P. O Box 5951 Calexico, CA 92231 (Editorial Assistance by Robin M. Taylor, EAA 140647)



Photo 1 — Volkswagen converters have been around for a long time. Guide Visentini of Scaldasole, Italy sent this photo of an 1131 cc VW engine he converted and ran in 1947! He still has the engine on display in his workshop. Beautiful workmanship is obvious in this photo.



AN THE PAST few months we have examined some of the critical areas to be concerned about in the "lower end" of the Volkswagen type II and III engines when they are to be converted to aircraft service.



junk over the countryside." Our critic was "right on" when marveling at the inefficiency of our engines. The engine itself does not develop any power; it sim-



Many of you have written me with specific questions



ply confines and harnesses the energy released when the



and ideas concerning applications to various designs, and asking the suitability of various means of gaining



fuel/air mixture is burned in the combustion chamber.



more horsepower out of this basic engine. I have stated



in an article in February SPORT AVIATION that a VW could be made to produce 250 horsepower. That is still



true, but the life expectancy of a Volkswagen producing those kind of horses is measured in minutes rather than hours. Here in the Imperial Valley California desert we have "Sand Drags" or drag races in deep soft sand. The typical VW fuel class dragster has had the bore and stroke increased to the limits, has multiple carburetion, or is supercharged by means of a turbocharger or "Roots" type blower, and runs on nitro methane which it consumes in prodigious quantities! Most of the top contenders are also equipped with nitrous oxide injection, which is used during the run that lasts at the most 3 or 4 seconds to cover the 100 yard distance. Some of these engines are no doubt producing fantas-



tic horsepower. How much? Hard to say because they won't stay together long enough at full power for a dynomometer test. The life expectancy is measured in



(or propeller) to turn and thereby propelled this pile of



When the fuel/air mixture is ignited by the spark plug, the resulting controlled burning of the mixture produces very rapid thermal expansion and lots of pressure pushing the piston down. This in turn is converted to rotary



motion by the crankshaft rod assembly. The amount of rotary energy the engine produces is measured in "torque."



There is only so much energy to be obtained from a gallon of gasoline, or to say it another way, each gallon of gasoline contains only a given amount of thermal



units, and no engine can extract more heat from that gallon than it contains. A pound of gasoline, burned with



enough air to consume it completely, gives up about 20,000 BTU or equivalent to 15,560,000 ft. Ibs. of mechanical work. The amount of heat actually converted to power in an aircraft engine is only 25 to 30 percent of the fuel burned. The Airframe and Powerplant Mechanics Handbook published by the FAA has an illustration of the thermal distribution in an engine. (See Figure A)



Engineers have worked since the inception of the internal combustion engine to improve the efficiency of the combustion process, and harness a higher percentage



runs. If an engine stays together for as many as ten runs it's a good one. Perhaps it would be easier to visualize the limiting factors that we must deal with in aircraft if we think of the engine as not a power source, but rather as a heat converter that is used to unleash the power potential of



the power takeoff end of the engine, in our case the prop hub. Our engines (energy converters) use a considerable



the fuel/air mixture.



amount of energy to overcome frictional drag. These



"Internal combustion engine" is a term that most of us are familiar with, but few of us have really given any indepth thought to what that name means. In a delightful science fiction story Robert "Heinlein's man of the future discusses our internal combustion engines saying, "Automobiles and even early aeroplanes were 'powered' (if one may call it that) by reciprocating engines. A reciprocating engine was a collection of miniature heat engines using (in basically inefficient cycle) a small percentage of an exothermic chemical reaction, a reaction which was started and stopped every split second. Much of the heat was intentionally thrown away i n t o a 'water jacket' or 'cooling system' then wasted into the atmosphere through a heat exchanger. What little was left caused blocks of metal to thump foolishly back and forth (hence the name reciprocating) and thence through a l i n k a g e to cause a shaft and flywheel to spin around. The flywheel (believe this if you can) had no gyroscopic function, it was used to store kinetic energy in a futile attempt to cover up the sins of reciprocation. The shaft at long last caused the wheels 12 JUNE 1980



of the energy, to produce more torque and horsepower at



functions are using energy that won't ever reach the prop. The heat generated by combustion is enough to melt the metals used to construct the engine so we have to



have elaborate finning around the combustion chambers to dissipate enough heat to keep this metal cool enough so as not to self destruct. This dissipated heat is a considerable part of the total energy in that gallon of fuel. One of the main reasons that so much power can be developed in the sand dragster is that its run time is too short to produce destructive metal temperatures. There are two ways to get more power out of an engine. The easiest way is to burn more fuel thereby producing more units of heat and more power. This is by far the most common means in use, though there are other means available. I have had many letters asking how much power a VW will produce with a turbo charger. There seems to be some confusion as to what the turbo actually does. A turbo charger is nothing more than an exhaust driven air compressor. The burned exhaust gases are collected



Photo 2 — Tuned exhaust system developed by H.A.P.I. ties the 2 front cylinders into one tuned collector and rear cylinders in another so that exhaust pulse spacing is equal. Each cylinder has an equal length of tubing to exit. (H.A.P.I. model 60-2 shown)



and passed through a turbine causing it to spin up to a very high speed (as much as 120,000 rpm), which is, in turn, coupled to a driven turbine that compresses the intake air in the manifold. If the manifold pressure exceeds atmospheric pressure we get a condition known as "boost", whereby we can force more of the fuel/air mixture into the cylinder to be compressed and burned. The higher the boost, the more fuel/air mixture is burned on each stroke and consequently more power is produced. The engine itself is no more powerful; we are simply forcing it to burn more fuel and create greater internal pressures to derive more power. The metal inside the engine has not changed so that at increased heat and pressure, the engine will start the self destruction process. If a moderate amount of boost is held for a very short time, and cylinder head temp, exhaust gas temperature, and oil temp are not allowed to go past established limits, most engines can produce extra horsepower for a short time. The important thing to bear in mind is that the extra power is by virtue of burning more fuel and introducing abnormal stresses and temperatures into the engine, not because the engine itself has become more powerful. On the VW aircraft conversion a complete turbo set



up weighs about 25 Ibs. — up on the nose where you usually don't need it, and can only use it in boost mode for maybe 2 or 3 percent of the time for very moderate horsepower increases. It will require extra gauges to monitor the engines operation, and to be really efficient at altitude will require a cockpit adjustable prop. Now, I'm not saying that turbos are all bad, they definitely have their place! My own KR-1 has a turbo charger installed, but this aircraft is being prepared for high altitude cross country work. It also has a cockpit adjustable propeller to more effectively utilize the power output of the engine at high altitudes. It's loaded with instruments and controls that would not have been necessary without the turbo, and in my humble opinion, is getting pretty far away from the



idea of a VW powered aircraft to start with, that is a low initial cost, low maintenance cost, affordable fun flying machine. I hope to assault some of the records in the KR's weight class, otherwise there would be no turbo installed. In this aircraft, the fact that a turbo can compress air allows us to maintain sea level manifold pressure at altitudes considerably higher than we normally fly at. The use of a turbo in my KR-1 is to allow me the option of cruising at altitudes where wind conditions may be used to advantage on a record attempt. If for instance, your field elevation is 5000 ASL, with a turbo on your engine you could boost up to 29.6 or sea level pressure and develop the engine's full rated sea level horsepower without straining it. To get full sea level power would be impossible without a turbo. The whole process of installing turbos on aircraft is to be able to maintain the sea level pressure at altitude, not to gain horsepower . . . or, put another way, not to lose it. The other means of gaining horsepower is by more efficiently using the heat units in our gallon of gasoline. Since frictional losses in the engine use up a considerable amount of the power produced, every bearing fit in the engine is important. If too tight, it will require more power to turn and of itself produce frictional heat that will add to our problem of dissipating engine heat. Engine oils should be of the very best and maintained clean and well filtered. Complete engine balancing should be done to insure that the engine runs smoothly



without wasting energy overcoming an out of balance condition. The total engine package should be examined and adjusted to keep frictionally induced heat to the minimum.



Carburetion is very important because the most heat and power are derived from correct proportions in our air/fuel mixture. The carburetion in an aircraft is subjected to large differentials in atmospheric pressure



when we take off at, say, sea level and then climb to 4500 feet or more above the level the carburetor was adjusted to. Many VW powered aircraft do not have a means of adjusting fuel/air mixture from the cockpit and will be subject to ever increasing mixture enrichment as altitude increases, and pressure (or the proportion of air



in the mixture) decreases. Of course, as the mixture becomes less than ideal the power developed declines as a result of the loss of heat generation within the engine. A cockpit adjustable mixture control, monitored by an exhaust gas temperature gauge (EGT) will allow the pilot to adjust the mixture in flight to achieve optimum combustion conditions. What actually happens when we lean the mixture to compensate for altitude and corresponding loss of atmospheric pressure is that we can



again burn that ideal mixture of about 14 parts air to 1 part fuel. Our engine at altitude still will not deliver its sea level rated power, however, because of the reduced pressure at altitude. Most aircraft will turn in their very



best cruise speeds at from 6000' to 7500' ASL, though, due to the fact that the engine can still deliver 75 per-



Heat released by combustion. 40-45% is carried out with exhaust.



25-30% is converted into useful power.



15-20% is removed by fins.



5-10% is removed by the oil.



FIGURE "A" — Thermal distribution in an engine. SPORT AVIATION 13



Photo 4 — My own answer to the problem of mixture control on the Posa Carburetor. A cam system has been installed to change the main jet setting. A low speed air control jet has also been added to clean up idle mixture. Added lever in front connects to cable for inflight adjustment. When used in conjunction with an exhaust gas temperature guage, pilot can adjust for ideal mixture at any altitude. Photo 3 — Tuned exhaust system is designed for KR-1's and



KR-2's but has been found to fit other designs. Measured horsepower increases with this exhaust set-up average from 7 to 9 percent over short straight stacks. Sound level is



noticeably muted and sharp staccato bark is eliminated.



cent power, and the thinner air density presents less resistance to the aircraft's movement through it. While the engine produces 75 percent at 7500' ASL, you will note that manifold pressure has dropped to 20 inches or so even with the throttle wide open. A Volkswagen engine seems more sensitive to altitude induced mixture variztions than certified aircraft, and will usually go rough from mixture enrichment at 4500' to 5000' above takeoff point. Power loss due to this enrichment is substantial. Engine spark timing is also involved here, since the spark ignites the fuel/air mixture and this must happen at exactly the right time to achieve the maximum expansion potential of the burning fuel/air mixture. Timing will vary according to the grade of fuel used, its b u r n rate and such things as size of cylinder, flame travel from the plug, etc. We can cause the cylinders to become more efficient in exhausting burned gases so that our incoming unburned charge is less diluted by residual burned gases. One way of doing this is by using a "tuned exhaust" system. This is a system designed to utilize the pulsating wave effect of the exhaust gases to create a vacuum in the cylinder to suck a fresh charge of fuel/air into the cylinder. Such extractor systems have been used to gain engine efficiency on ground bound VW's for many years. H.A.P.I. has developed a system for their VW aircraft conversions in the past year, with measured horsepower increases of up to 9 percent being typical over the short individual exhaust stacks that are commonly used on VW conversions. A corresponding increase in the amount of fuel used is also noted; there is no such thing as a "free lunch". Another means we can use of gaining power without overstressing the engine is to be found in our cowling and cooling system. At low altitudes and relatively high air temperatures we must have considerable air flow over our air cooled engines to keep the gauges within acceptable limits; but at high altitudes we dissipate too much heat and actually lose power. We could save some of that power with effective cowl flaps to control air flow over the engine. The bottom line is this: the only way to get more power is to burn more fuel and/or burn it more efficiently. Since VW engines are pretty well refined by the VW engineers, the chances of any large horsepower gain w i t h o u t exposing the engine to destructive heats or pressures are pretty remote. If you need 100 horsepower to pull your bird, you best look for an engine that can produce that kind of power h o u r after hour without strain . . . not some hot-rodded engine that will burn itself out in minutes. O. K., let's get back to some more of the hardware that we're converting to an aircraft engine. In order to 14 JUNE 1980



explain the importance of properly setting up the upper cylinder and cylinder head relationship when assembling your engine, I am going to use parts of Chapter 6, "Displacement, Compression and Deck Height", from my book, How To Build A Reliable Volks Aero Engine, available from H.A.P.I. at $11.00 postpaid, $13.00 overseas, P. 0. Box 5951, Calexico, CA 92231. (Please allow 3 to 4 weeks delivery.) Displacement, Compression and Deck Height Anyone who has been around engines for some time has heard the term "compression ratio" and should know that the higher the ratio the more power you get. But, on the other hand, they do not know exactly what the compression ratio is or why the higher the ratio the more power. All internal combustion engines must compress the fuel/air mixture to receive a reasonable amount of work from each power stroke. The air/fuel charge in the cylinder can be compared to a coil spring, in that the more you compress it the more work it is potentially capable of doing. The compression ratio of an engine is a comparison of the volume of space in a cylinder when the piston is at bottom of the stroke, to the volume of space when the piston is at the top of the stroke. This comparison is expressed as a ratio, hence the term "compression ratio". Compression ratio is a controlling factor in maximum horsepower developed by an engin?, but is limited by the grade of fuel used, engine rpm and manifold pressures to be operated at. For example, if there are 534.85 cu. cm. when the piston is at the bottom of the stroke and 76.41 cu. cm. when the piston is at the top of the stroke, the compression would be 534.85 to 76.41. (Figures used to represent a 1835cc VW engine.) If this ratio is expressed in fraction form, it would be 534.857 76.41 or 7 to 1, usually represented as 7:1. The compression ratio and manifold pressure determine the pressure in the cylinder in that portion of the



operating cycle when both valves are closed. The pressure of the charge before compression is determined by manifold pressure, while the pressure at the height of compression (just prior to ignition) is determined by manifold pressure times compression ratio. For example, if an engine were operating at a manifold pressure of 30" Hg. with a compresion ratio of 7:1, the pressure at the instant before ignition would be approximately 210" Hg. However, at a manifold pressure of 45" Hg. (which you could achieve with turbocharging) the pressure would be 315" Hg. Without going into great detail, it has been shown that the compression event magnifies the effect of varying the manifold pressure, and the magnitude of both af-



Photo 5 — Short straight exhaust stacks are easy to fabricate but are inefficient. This test engine of 2 years ago had several intake system modifications before fuel mixture was evenly distributed in all cylinders. Compare with current Photos 2 and 3.



Photo 6 — The conversion of a VW engine to aircraft requires some precision machine work that must be done. Patrick Taylor, co-owne.r of H.A.P.I., is shown here modifying a head for dual ignition. Some of these machine operations are available at local foreign car machine shops.



fects the pressure of the fuel charge just before the instant of ignition. If the pressure at this time becomes too high, premature ignition or knock will occur and produce overheating. One of the reasons for using a higher compression ratio is to obtain long-range fuel economy; that is, to convert more heat energy into useful power than is done in engines with a low compression ratio. Here, again, a compromise is needed between the demand for fuel economy and the demand for maximum horsepower without knocking. Many people before us have experimented with different compression ratios on VWs and have come up with a range in which you get best power and reliability. Most agreed that a turbo charged engine should be 7.5 to one or less and the normally aspirated engine 8.5 to 1 to 9.0 to 1. So, once you have decided what compression ratio you are going to use, you must set this up when building your engine. The way we have control over the compression ratio is with the deck height and size of the combustion chamber in the head, which together control the total size of the compression ratio; the larger the chamber the lower the compression ratio, "the smaller, the h i g h e r the ratio". The size of the c o m b u s t i o n chamber in the head will be determined at the machine shop that C.C.'s your heads, making all the combustion chambers the same size. If the machine shop does a lot of this kind of work, they may be able to tell you what deck height you need to get your compression ratio. If not, it is not difficult to figure it out yourself. All you need to know from the machine shop is the size of the heads combustion chamber in C.C.'s (cubic centimeters). You can measure the v o l u m e of the combustion chamber yourself by making a piece of flat Plexiglass VH" thick, the same diameter as the cylinder at the point where it enters the head, with a '4 hole through the center. This Plex plate is then used to cover the combustion chamber, with both valves closed and a spark plug in place. Now light oil (mineral oil is great) is used to fill the chamber through the 14 hole. We use a large syringe graduated in C.C.'s to accurately determine the amount of oil required to fill the chamber. The amount of oil used to fill is the exact chamber volume. Check all four chambers, usually one is found to be slightly larger than the others, which are then enlarged with a rotary file until all are exactly equal in volume. Now with a known volume you can figure what the deck height must be in your engine to establish the correct compression ratio. Sometimes, builders find that the chamber volume is such that deck height will be less than .055, and when this is the case, it is necessary to machine the heads to reduce chamber volume, allowing sufficient deck height to be achieved. At the point of assembling your engine, your only control over the compression ratio is with the "deck



height" which is the space between the top of the piston and the top of the cylinder with the piston at the top of the stroke. (Measure parallel to piston p i n . i We have discussed how to find out what compression ratio you already have, now we will find out how to build an engine with the compression ratio you want. Referring to the picture Isee author's book] (compression ratio 7:1) you will see the total volume is made up of 7 equal parts, 6 equal parts in the displacement volume, and one equal part in the clearance volume. (The displacement volume is determined by the bore size and the stroke of the engine. The clearance volume is determined by the size of the combustion chamber in the head and the volume of space in the deck height.! For example, for a compression ratio of 8.5 to 1, the total volume would have 8.5 equal parts, 7.5 of which would be displacement volume, 1 of which would be clearance volume. Note that the number of equal parts in the displacement volume is equal to compression ratio minus 1. Also note that the clearance volume is equal to one part. The following procedure can be used on any sized engine, just change the numbers to fit your engine. Example: you are building an 1835cc engine with a compression ratio of 8.5 to 1: 92 mm Bore 69 mm Stroke



10 mm - 1 cm



50 C C in head'* combustion chamber Th« displacement volume TT R* H r 3.14 R I '2 bore or 46 mm or 4 6 cm H - Stroke or 69 mm or 6 9 cm Displacement Volume in C C *s - ;l 14 * 4 fi cm x 4 6 cm i69cm 45t>45rt Compression ratio minus one equal* number of equal parts in displacement volume. 8 5 1 7.5 Displacement volume divided by number of equal part*



equals *ne of one part !»:««



6113C,



Clearance volume is equal to on* part of 61.13 tr clearance volume mmufr head* combunlion chamber size equals volume of spate in deck height 61 13cc 60cc 1 1 . 1 3 cc We ne«d 11 H uf mlume m our deck height to have a compreaoiun ratio of 8 5 to 1 To find out how many cc in 001": I" - 2.54 cm .001" .00254 cm Volume IT H1 H 3 U i 4 f > c t n x 4 6 c m x 002 M cm 169 cm O O I : n Deck Height - 169«
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Sep 13, 2009 - process of renewing the French bioethics law, which must be revised ... immoral, often in some religious sense, we tend to think people should ...
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What should we know about the KURTOSIS 
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WHAT TO DO ABOUT WING TIPS? 

install. Performance-wise they continue to compete successfully with the most imaginative wing tip designs that have entered the aviation scene since WW-II.
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What should we know about the KURTOSIS 

If we express the pdf p(x) as a sum of two functions: p(x) = pe(x)+po(x), .... In practical cases, we may consider that artificial signals (for instance telecom-.
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WHAT TO DO ABOUT WING TIPS? 

tip designs you see on aircraft, home- builts included, were inspired more by aesthetic considerations rather than by aerodynamic necessity. Of late the most ...
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Dec 15, 2005 - Julien has been a tremendous asset to Queens Academic Resource Center as our French tutor. His dedication in helping students learn the ...
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Jul 27, 2013 - [Faculty of Language in the Narrow sense vs. in the Broad sense] ... how are auditory categories learned, how is speech produced? ... 3. discriminating the sound patterns of language .... Fodor (1983) shows that cognitive science could
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